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OUT SIXTEEN LIVES

HAMILTON

AND

WITH WAITING

PASSENGER

DAYTON
FREIGHT

TRAIN

TRAIN RAN

WHILE RUNNING

-

TURKISH COMMANDER

j

Nov.

near

little under sixty years, said that the
mother was conscious and though
unable to do anything more than inutter, understood all that, was being said
and gave a nodding assent when the
for forgiveness.
Mib. daughter pleaded

GIRL SHOT HER
MOTHER IN SERTH
IN A PULLMAN

.NO.

!if'&

Philadelphia, Pa.,
Elizabeth Meyers, of Greenburg, Pa.,,
BODY OF LATE
was shot and, killed by her daughter!
near
railroad
train
011 a Pennsylvania
CANALEJAS LIES
hero today.'.' The girl says she shot
INSTATE TODAY
her mother in mistake lor a robber.
from
their
on
Salem,
were
way
They
Madrid, Nov. 13. The body of the
Vu., to New York. Tbe girl, Gladys,
Premier Caualejas, lay
land a passenger, V. H. Cuthbert, of
an early hour this mornstate
in
from
The
were
detained.
Lynchburg, Va.,
on
which had been
a
near
catafalque
ing
J'.nstol, Pa.,
shooting occurred
and the train continued its journey erected in a temporary chapel in the
to Trenton when the injured woman chamber of deputies.
A vast silent crowd of people gath-- j
was hurried to a hospital where she
ered both in and outside the chamber
'.','1. "
died.
An element of mystery was injected to pay their last respects to the dead
into the tragedy because ot contra statesman. The population of thato be deeply impressdictory statements by Cuthbert and capital appears
oi k hum ueeu ui-the girl. Cuthbert says he did not eu ny uie crime.
and nearly
most
and
suspended
entirely
and
know the mother
daughter
is closed, while
only volunteered his services to them every business house
after the shooting. Miss Meyers is most of the houses in the residential
said to have told the Trenton police section are draped with mourning doc-- ;
that Cuthbert. was traveling with her- orations.
The liberal cabinet will continue to
self and mother.
hold office, under the temporary presito
Trenton
the
police,
According
Miss Meyers said that while lying in dency of Manuel Garcia Prieto, at
her berth; she had heard a noise as if least until the signature of the Mosome one was climbing into her roccan treaty with France, which
berth. Believing she was in danger should have been completed today.
fiom an intruder, she fired. Her Premier Potncare, ot nance, However, mother, who was returning from the telegraphed this morning to the Spanwomen's retiring room, received thelish government to defer the matter
until a more convenient date.
bullet.
The assassin worked p,t his trade as
13.
Miss
Nov.
N.
'J.,
Trerton,
a
printer in Tampa, Florida, for some
were
held
here
Cuthbert.
Mvers and
uum
umBtoday for Philadelphia officers as the KjUUU. 11c gone uu'le aa
icil
icucuiv wo
juuijia
in
took
Pennsylvania
place
shooting
last. January and is assumed to have
state-inent
Cuthbert made the following
from there to Buenos Ayres.
of the affair to Captain of Po-- ; gone
lice Culliton:
STIMSON TO PANAMA.
"Just before we arrived at Bristol,
New York, Nov. 13. Henry L. Slim-son- ,
I heard a woman Bcroam.
asked the
secretary of war. left today aboard
porter the cause for the scream and
the
steamship Zaeapa for Cristobol,
was
some
me
one
that
lie informed
to inspect the site for the proposed
sick, but the continued screaming fortifications
of the Panama Canal.
impelled me to go into the smoker
I
a
found
where
young lady crying
VXXXXXXXXXXXX
for some one to bring a doctor, add-- I
PRESIDENT RESIGNS.
shot
her
had
mother,
she
that
ing
Nov. 13. James
Philadelphia,
to
me,
The girl was a total stranger
McCrea, president of the Pennsyl- but, of course, I offered my services.
vaula Railroad, resigned
today
There were a coapt-- of porters there
The X
to take effect January 1.
was
woman
ly
before I arrived. The
resignation was presented at a
ing with her head in her daughter's
special meeting of the board of
The
directors im- - X
directors.
lap. The daughter told me that the
mediately elected Samuel Rea to
porter took the revolver from her
tha position. Mr. Rea has for
after the shooting."
In a talk with newspaper reportyears served as vice president.
ers Mr. Cuthbert, who is apparently a
XXXXXXXXXXXXX
13

ADMITS HIS LINES
ARE UNTENANTABLE
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INDIANAPOLIS
OPEN SWITCH AND COLLIDED

INTO

AT SPEED OF FORTY

HE ADMITS

DEFEAT,

FIT TO STRIKE

EVEN

HIS

BEFORE

VICTORIOUS

AND

ARMY

SAVE

SLAUGHTER

IF

SEES
ASKS

FORCES, AND HIS GOVERNMENT

SHATTERED

POWERS TO INTERVENE

BULGARIAN

ALLIES

BALKAN

,

MILES AN HOUR

WILL

PERMIT

1

OUTBOUND

FROM CINCINNATI

INJURED PERSONS RESCUED BY
CUTTING HOLES THROUGH COACHES

j

hood to reach the scene of the wreck.
She said the shock of the impact al
C. Burg, fireman, Indianapolis.
most threw them out of bed.
"The thing that made us all cry,"
were
Fifteen
seriously injured
taken to a Deaconess hospital in this said Mrs. Seiter, "was the taking out
of the wreck of a dead mother and
city.
The wreck caught fire but the flames her child. The child was clasped in
were soon extinguished. Most of the the mother's, arms when they found
dead were found in the wreckage of her."
the first car which telescoped the bag"1 and some others are to blame,"
gage car. Firemen and police worked said Carl Cross, head brakeman on the
at the wreck two hours before the freight train this afternoon. "1 left
first body was found.
Holes were the switch open and expected one of
chopped in the tops of tho cars and the other brakenien to close it. The
the injured supplied with water, for switch was not closed, the wreck ocwhich they cried piteously.
curred and I am to blame."
Coroner Durham of this ciiy began
Cross did not mention any names.
an investigation of the wreck at once,
TWENTY-EIGHARE HURT.
Of a family of six, the Chaneys, of
Nov. 13.
Corpus
Christi,
Texas,
Jackson, Ky., on the train, only' one
is alive, and he, Clifton Chaney, is Twenty-eigh- t
persons were injured,
His father, wife and one fatally in a wreck on the Frisco
badly injured.
three children were among the killed. rdilroad, near Sinton, Texas, today
They were on their way to Wiscon- when an engine, baggage car, smoker
sin.
'ma day coach jumped the track from
Mrs. Joseph Seiter and her husband tome unknown cause. All tho injure.!
were among the first in the neighbor are in the Frisco hospital here.
F. Grundhoefer, Cincinnati.
Ben Boyle, had ticket to Chicago.

Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 13. Sixteen
persons were killed and fifteen seriously injured this morning when au
inbound Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton passenger train ran into an open
switch and crashed into a freight train
at Arlington avenue, Irvington, a suburb. The train was coming from Cincinnati and was running forty miles
an hour.
THE DEAD:
C. Impoholt and
wife, theatrical
people, Los Angeles.
Albert Allen, Los Angeles.
""Bert White, brakenian, freight, Indianapolis.
Jos. L. Palmer, Etawah, Tenn.
Charles Chaney, 13, Jackson, Ky.
John Chaney, 62, Jackson, Ky.
Mrs. Clifton Chaney, son Chester.
5 months, daughter Lily, 2 years, Jackson, Ky.
Conductor Earl Wiggins, Passenger
y
train, Indianapolis.
Engineer William Sharkey, Passenger train, Indianapolis.
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HOME RULE
SNEEO JURORS
CAUSES RUMPUS
WARNED BY THE
IN THE COMMONS
COURT AGAIN

AN

Hopes of the
unionists in connection with the Irish
home rule bill were destroyed today
when Speaker Lowther held in order
the premier's motion to rescind the decision of the house in committee on
which the government was defeated

Fort Worth, Texas, Nov. 13. Th?
task of selecting a jury in the second
trial of Jno. B. Sneed, charged with
the killing of Captain AI. G. Boyce,
proceeded slowly today. Of the first
200 veniremen questioned, only two
were accepted as jurors. The relast week.
mainder of the week may be required
The debate precipitated a stormy to organize a jury. Judge Swain ad
scene during which Sir William Bull, journed court until Thursday after-a London member, was ejected from noon when 200 new veniremen will
the house for calling Premier
teport. He announced his decision to
a traitor.
deal severely with men who discuss
Speaker James Lowther said the the Sneed case with veniremen or
premier's motion was unprecedented talesmen.
but was quite in order.
The premier then submitted his motion and in support of it said if ' the ALIENISTS TO
house did not reverse the decision
DETERMINE ON
reached by the committee on the amSCHRANK CASE
endment of Sir Frederick Banbury,
the government would be unable to
proceed with the bill.
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 13. Five al-- !
The debate continued amid the ganity commission appointed by
Judge
w" ,
the mental condition of John Schrank,
umuuiBt meiuueiB snuuteu
pleaded guilty yesterday to at- the liberal speakers and called for tempting
to slay Theodore Roosevelt.
the members of the cabinet.
Moderator Richard Dewey of the
me speaker was obliged to sus- Sanity Commission appointed Judge
The !'A. C. Backus, announced that the ses- pend the sitting for an hour.
WUH
jong wou,d be gecret and on,y tne
hurled about the house betore the bus- witnesses
defendant, his attorney,
P
i who might be summoned and a rep- Sir Frederick Banbury moved as an resentative of District
Attorney
that Premier Asquith's ifred c ZabeI would be adraitted.
motion was an "affront to the house."
Henry P. Croft, another unionist.!
said the name of
this government ROdWELL MAN
"stunk in tfe nostrils of the financiers
AFTER JOB OF
ot London."
'London,

Nov,
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AGAIN LEADS
T. R. IN CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco, Nov. 13. Wilson
took the lead over Roosevelt in California at 10:45 this morning with a
plurality of 47 votes. With 36 counties officially reported, out of 58, and
five precincts missing, four of them

SEC ROMERO

N. M
Nov. 13. First
Roswell,
among local politicians to seek pre-- j
ferment under democratic rule is At-torney R. D. Bell, who today announc-je- s
his candidacy for the U. S. marBhalship, said to be the best appoint
ive job in the state. His claims are
based on long service for democracy
his record as a Texas ranger and justice of the peace, which office he now
holds.
j

j

.
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Austro-Hungaria-

n

,

'

in Wilson's territory, the grand totals
.
stood:
Wilson, 283,195.
'
'
Roosevelt, 283448.
.These figures did not include a further gain for Wilson of 64 votes,
NOSE CUT OFF IN SALOON.
resulting from the official canvas of
the vote in Los Angeles county. The
Toledo, Ohio, Nov. 13. Joseph Jenf
canvass there is about
nings, 31, had hia nose sliced oft when
complete.
he got into a quarrel with a stranger
in a saloon here.
.'
13.
Nov.
to
Owing
Indianapolis,
The man grabbed a butcher knife
,
of
Spauld-ingillness
Allen
the continued
and struck at him. The severed nose
a juror at the "dynamite conspir- fell to the floor and after the scuffle
acy" trial, the hearing was postponed could not be found.
until tomorrow.
Jennings was taken to a hospital
where enough flesh and skin was cut
from his forehead to make a new nose.
BIG JEWELRY THEFT.
X
X The man who did .the cutting escaped.
X
Paris, Nov. 13. A robbery of X
'
tCA Aflfl ?i.im a ohnn
InnrAlvir imiirfli
BRYCE WANTED TO QUIT.
jcncii j nisi m uu.uu'. uvuj u duui ,tw
X on the Place de L'Opera in the X
X center of Paris in broad day light X
London, Nov. 13. The resignation
X today has caused a sensation. The
of James Bryce, as British ambassa
X thief crept through a temporary
dor to the" United States and the ap- the shop
X partition connecting
pointment of Sir Cecil Spring Rice as
Kis successor are officially announced
X with an adjoining building In
X process of construction and made
today. The foreign office in announcX off with the jewels without being
ing the changes says that Mr. Bryce
seme time ago intimated his retireX noticed, although several sales- ment, but prolonged his stay at WashX men were on duty behind the
X counters.
ington at the request of the British
X government.
three-fourth-

f.

t.

uuwl0

WILSON

Nov. 13. Turkish
St. Petersburg,
counsel of war has decided that the
position of the army defending Constantinople is hopeless, says a dispatch from the Turkish capital.
The decision was reached after the
council had received a communication
from the Ottoman commander-in-chieThe view is also endorsed by a representative of the Red Crescent society.
A much more hopeful feeling prevailed today in regard to the International situation created by the Balkan war. The situation Is stil' fuM of
diffxulties but the attitude of all if
the powers in working for a peaceful
settlement will, it is believed, result
in avoi Jiitp an actual conflict.
Servh, however, has not yit resuggesplied to the
tion that a Servian
occupation cf
Albanian territory or of a port on the
Adriatic sea will not be tolerated. At
the same time, a Servian army continues its march toward the Adriatic
coast and in one report from Belgrade
Is said actually to have reached

Austin-Hungaria-

'

ry

know

NATIONS IN LAND OF OTTOMAN

progressing favorably after being delayed for two days because of the difficulty of transport after the heavy
rain, according to the correspondent of
the lteichspost at Bulgarian headquarters, in a dispatch dated Tuesday.
The Turks lie says, have been
driven from their advance posts.
In another dispatch the correspondent says the Turkish officers captured during the Sorties made by the garrison of Adrianople declares the Bulgarian artillery fire was unbearable.
The Turkish troops engaged in the
Sorties had only a few biscuits to eat.
They treated their officers' commands
to advance with indifference and
stirred only when the Mussulman
priests intervened.
The utmost confusion prevailed
among the besieged. The Turkish
troops fired on one another in the
darkness, while the Bulgarian artillery continued to rake their ranks and
the infantry finally closed in on
them.
The Turks in Adrianople have been
kept in ignorance of the defeat of the
main Turkish army,
The Russian government, acting in
London, Eng., Nov. 13. All tht
direct disregard of public feeling in
powers have agreed to the
European
Russia, has notified the Servian minTurkish proprsal made last week that
ister at St. Petersburg that Russia
t.hould inform the Balkan nawill not go to war over the question they
of
tions
the Turkish request for mediof a Adriatic port. The Russian foration and to inquire from them
at
Sazonoff,
eign minister, Sergius
are
to formulate
whether
the same time, informed the Servian terms 011lheywhich willing
could
negotiations
minister that Russia would give be
in this direction
opened.
Steps
neServia
in
to
her
friendly support
are about to be taken by the repregotiations with Austria-Hungarsentatives of the powers.
It is understood that Count Von
n
Constantinople, Nov. 1. Inhere is
forBerchthold,- he
reason to believe that the Turkgood
to
eign minister, has proposed
give ish
has decided to negogovernment
extensive privileges to Servia in connection with the projected Adriatic-Danub- e tiate directly with the Balkan allies
as the mediation of the powers seems
railway. It is said Dr. Dan- - to be fruitless.
;
eff, president of the Bulgarian chamSofia, Nov. 13. The anticipated
ber of deputies, proposed that Austria
should allow Servia to go to some step toward mediation has not yet
been taken. The powers apparently
port on the Adriatic without obtain- are
unable to decide upon any defiing the territory at the back of it or
nite
action.
which
to
the
the right
port,
fortify
Two' of their representatives
here
would be connected with Servian terfrom
still are without instructions
a
by
railway.
ritory
their governments.
..Servia has yet to be heard from
In well informed quarters it is conin regard to these proposals.
She besidered that the projected step will
lieves that Austria aims at her politihave no effect as Bulgaria and her alcal and economic subjection, which
their
lies will continue to maintain
would break up the alliance of the
must negotiate
that
Turkey
position
an
Balkan nations. With
independent directly with them.
Servia, Austria fears that her SerBerlin, Nov. 13. Tho reason for
vian subjects will want to join their
the breakdown of the Turkish army
before the invaders are brought to
Meantime the Albanian chiefs at a
in a letter from Captain Persius,
light
meeting at the seaport of Avlona the war correspondent of the Tage-blathave proclaimed the autonomy of
Writing from Uskup after vistheir country.
iting the battlefield of Kumanova, he
A letter received in London from
says he found on the persons of the
a member of the American embassy fallen Turkish infantrymen numbers
In Constantinople depicts the terri- of blank cartridges and also cartridges
ble condition of the Turkish wound- of the old German rifles used In 1871.
ed arriving at the capital. The staff
He also drew the swords of some
of the embassy, assisted by the local of the fallen Ottoman cavalrymen
branch of the American Red Cross and found them unsharpened and
society, is taking care of some two blunt and it was the same with the
thousand of those wounded Turkish bayonets of the infantrymen. He saw
soldiers, but is greatly handicapped by a battery of field guns which had been
the lack of hospital necessities.
captured by the Servians. The sights
The letter adds that the Turkish were fixed at 2,500 yards, but the bar- government has lost control of the rels were only slightly discolored by
He was told that when the
powder.
city and seems helpless.
From the accounts of correspon- Turkish gunners opened their reserve
dents on the Bulgarian side their ammunition boxes they found them
wounded are in just as bad condition filled with soap.
The correspondent adds thatnun-ge- r
as the Turks. One correspondent in
was one of the main causes of the
ambulance
the
poor
describing
Turkish
defeat. The commissary abIce of the Bulgarians, whose wounded are driven for miles in jolting ox solutely lacked organization.
carts, says this is not the worst part
MURDER CASE DROPPED.
of their suffering. He continues:
wounded
"After several battles the
Rapid citVt So Dak Xov 13 A
were left lying on the bare fields motion to dismiss the charge of
e
they had fallen for two orjder against Francis M. Gage, on trial
three hot days and bitterly cold here for killing Mert Morrison, in
nights and the worst Sights in the April, 1912, was made today by Dist- hospitals are the rows of poor fellows rict Attorney Denu at the conclusion
with swollen and gangrened limbs, for of the state's testimony. 'The mo- whom there is no hope of recovery." tier, stated that the state dirt not have
The correspondent adds that many sufficient evidence to warrant a con-ardying from exposure and not viction.
Morrison's body was found by a dog
from wounds.
m the cellar or a burned shacK tnree
newsto
"Old
An
the
Turk" writing
miles from Rapid City.
. c,c Ur ....
I
-:
papers lD ucp.urc
Jn compliance wjth le prosecutor's
,
not
it
have
would
hap-country, says
motion. tne 1urv rptUrned a verdict of
Abdul
retainHamld been
pened had
not guilty.
ed on the throne. He continued: "Our
true sultan has now returned to the
X
WILSON PRAISES TAFT.
city of the faithful and this fact has X
caused a greater sensation in the Ot- X
toman empire than all the reverses X
Princeton, N. J., Nov. 13. Pres
our troops have suffered."
Wilson today read X
X idont-elec- t
He predicts
that Abdul Hamid x President Taft's speech In Wash- - X
within a few weeks will be restored x ington predicting that under a X
to the throne in Constantinople, and X democratic administration
the X
south would have a greater share X
owing to the dissensions of the powers, part of the Turkish empire will X in the national government and X
X that sectional lines would tend X
be saved to him.
The main Bulgarian attack on the X to disappear. "It was a very X
Turkish forts along the line of Tcha-generous speech," he remarked. X
talja In front of Constantinople is now IxXXXXX
XXXXXXX
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CLEANER

ON STAND TODAY
IN GUNMEN TRIAL!

THAN

...

v..

EVER IN 301)

Jack
Rose took the stand today in the trial
of the four "gunmen" accused of the
murder of Herman Rosenthal.
Calmly and grimly he began his nar- rative, going over much of the ground
covered at the Becker trial. He told
IS SANTA FE CITY JUST NOW, ALL
of
of meetings with the gunmen;
MAYOR
BECAUSE OF ENERGETIC
Becker's threat to "frame them"' un-- i
less they "croaked"
Rosenthal; cfj
LOPEZ'S UKASE TO "CAN" THE
Becker's boast that he would shield
'
TIN CAN
i
them after the job was done.
"All right; we'll do it," the witness
Today Is Tin Can day all day!
said the defendants assured him.
The proclamation of Mayor Celso
X X X X X X S X X 'X
Lopez, setting this day for the aboliA NEW , RECORD.
tion of the tin can was generally obthe city and
served throughout
j
X around the circle drive. Perhaps the
New York, X. Y., Nov. 13.
X Lawrence F.' Wilson, of this city, X success of the day is best told by the
It today eclipsed all fast typewrit- - X declaration or a prominent Santa Fean
had not been
X ing records by writing at the rate X "that streets which
X of 1JC words a minute for one X thoroughly cleaned up for years toX hour. The best previous record X day underwent the tin cart reform."
X
X' was 112 words a minute.
It was a da to make even the dogs
may be n6 cans left
joyous, for
New York, N.

Y.,

Nov.

13.

j

YEARS

I

'

i

-

xxxxxxxxxxxx

e

annoy cha barkers.
of cleanliness
The proclamation
was sent to hundreds of houses by little slips as welT as through the newspapers. The residents of the city took
kindly to the idea and responded loy- ally to the "call."
"The next muncipal feast should be
'dog day,' " said a resident of the city
today, "and I suggest that Mayor
Lopez appoint a special committee
icok auer college street,
it is not
known how many stray dogs are in
town, but it is said the license clerk
could perhaps get some interesting fig-ures.
At all events, dogs or no dogs, the
tin can must go. Once a sign of enter- prising manufacturers, it has become
a relic of the days before hygiene was
intrcduced. The tin can the empty
can has served Its usefulness the mo-- 1
ment it leaves the kitchen, and should
not be put out on the street as a landmark or for decoration or education.
Vamoose the ' tin can say to it
"vayase!" And hundreds said it today, from early morn until late in the
afternoor.
Yes, the city is cleaner
than it has been for 300 years.
x

1

..Subscribe for the Santa F. New
the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuilding of our new State.
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The Little Store
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WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

ON GREAT

The Original and Only Absolutely

HIGHWAY

ended with"Pape's

Everything Good to Eat for Thanksgiving
Dinner.
;

DELEGATES

You don't want a slow remedy when
your stpmach is bad or an uncertain
one or a harmful one your stomach
ia too valuable; you mustn't injure it

TO

OCEAN

TO

OCEAN

j

HIGHWAY

CONVENTION

ACKNOW-

LEDGE ANCIENT CITY'S CLAIM

with drastic drugs,
THIS HONOR.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
animals.
harmless-Iness- ;
in
it's
giving relief;
speed
"Sloan's Linlnient surpasses anyin
action
it's certain unfailing
thing on earth for lameness in horses
and other horse ailments. 1 would
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs. PASSED RESOLUTIONS
not sleep without It in my stable."
It's millions of cures in indigestion,
Martin Doyle,
stom
other
432 Vi- '-t lath St., Kew York City.
and
ADJOURNED
THEN
dyspepsia, gastritis
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
ach troubles has made it famous the
Good f i Swallinc and Abscess.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
MB.H.M GlBBS.of Lawrence, Kan.,
world over.
H. F. O., Ko. 3, writes:" 1 had a niare
That the Ocean to Ocean Highway
Keep this perfect stomach doctor in
with an filwcess oil her neck and one
to
the
GOo.
a
association
bottle of Sloan's Liniment entirely
stands pledged
bring
your home keep it handy get
her. i keep it all the time lor
cured
transcontinental
t
through
case
from
highway
drug
any
large
galls and smuli swellings .and lor everystore and then if anyone should eat Santa Fe, New Mexico, en route to
thing about the stock.''
something which doesn't agree with Los Angeles was the principal feature
them; if what they eat lays like lead, of local Interest at the close of the
ferments and sours and forms gas; second annual convention of this as
causes headache, dizziness and nau- sociation.
Nearly all the delegates left forj
sea; erctations of acid and undigested food remember as soon as Pape's Arizona and California and various
last night,
of New Mexico
is a quick and safe remedy
Diapepsin conies in contact with the points
.
in
stomach all such distress vanishes highly pleased with their reception
for
hog cholera.
the ancient city and referring to this
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
It's promptness, certainty1 and ease. in las
Gorrrner of Georgia use
road
most
the
meeting
Sloan's Liniment for Hof Cholera.
overcoming the worst stomach disor- ever held in important
the southwest.
" I heard Gov. Brown (who Is quite a
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, farden & field seeds in bulk and packages ders is a revelation to those who try
that he had never lost a
The address of Dr. Edgar L. Hew-et- t
farmer) ny
it.
remedy
hog from cholera and thatu! his
on Santa Fe, illlustrated with
of Sloan's
always wns a tablespoonf
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Liniment in a gallon of slops, decreasviews of historic points within three
ing the dose as the animal improved.
hours', journey of this city lent adAUTOGRAPH APPLES ditional
List month Gov. Brown and myself
were nt the Agricultural uonegi
strength to Santa Fe's claim
.
buildina and in the discussion of thi
HERE
EXHIBITED
to the highway so declared the delef tlie disease, uov. nrown
rnvHpns
Phone Black
Phone Black
gave the remedy nauied as unfailing."
gates.
" Observer."
THE RESOLUTIONS.
45
45
Gavannah Dailv Kkws.
)u the show window of W. H.
Several resolutions were passed.
Goebel on the east side of the plaza
At All Dealers. SSo., 50c. S1.00.
First, the delegates tendered thanks
are displayed some sample boxes of
SIopii's Boo on Horses, Cattle,
lh'M and Poultry sent free.
the "Autograph" pack of apples, to Santa Fe for its hospitality men
Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Boston.
Address
beautiful
"the
as
this
city
grown and' packed at Pajarito ranch tioning
in Santa Fe county by Misses true mountain gem, so richly stored with
and archaeological treasures."
and Bryan. The demand for tnjs historic
. .. . i
.
i .i
was us ,ti
...
Aiiuiiier
iuiiuwb. nue, the lower floor of which will be
resolution
ov.
f,,it in
the
this
association
"That
urge upon
used for a store and the upper will be
cess of the supply, even in this year state
commission of New for the hctel rooms. A second story
highway
is!
of abundant crops. Every apple
Mexico the early opening up and com will be bv. lt over the
strucwrapped and every wrapper is stamp- pletion of the Camino
Real from ture on tha north of the hotel, thus afed with the growers' name. A layer Raton to the New Mexico-Texa- s
bounto the Mono( absorbent paper separates the tiers, dary line, at the earliest possible fording considerable space
tezuma f.r rooms.
so that a box of "autograph brand" date."
Hot ar.d cold water in every room
apples can go to any part of the world
There was considerable opposition
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
in perfect condition. Santa Fe and to the passage of this resolution, and ten rooms with private baths are
which will be ready when
Rio Arriba counties produce the best many of the
delegates fearing that features
flavored and the best keeping apples this would retard the main issue the the addition is completed. There will
in the United States. The trouble in national old trails route through San- be a sample room on the west end
is that the ta Fe and west via Springvllle, Ariz for the 1; nights of the grip. There
the apple business
Phone One Double O J.
But Rev. Harvey Shields, of will also be a ladies' parlor on the
average orchardist of this region is ona.
satisfied to turn out a jumble pack and Dawson, and F. E. Lester, of Albu second floor.
take a medium price for a fine apple querque, spoke in favor of the resolu"These improvements are expected
frhich needs only a fancy dress to tion, stating it would iu no way con- to be finished
by January 1," said Mr.
make it move in the most exclusive flict with the main issue of the meet- Doran, "in time for the meeting of the
circles. There is a living in a com- ing.
state legislature. And we expect a
mon pack, but there is a bank account
The most important resolution pas- demand for every one of the fifty
In an attractive package with such sed, however, was that
pledging af- rooms and therefore wish to make
PHONE 85 MAIN.
fruit as ours. Santa Fe needs a fruit filiation and
with the Na- them
in comforts of!
association and a cold storage plant tional Old Trails association. Judge the twentieth century."
sufficient to hold the output of the Es- - J. m. Lowe of Kansas City and Dell
TRUNK STRAP.
panola, the Tesuque and Pojoaque Potter of Clifton, Arizona, wrangled
FACTORY WOOD valleys. Alert orchadists, putting out considerably over the wording of this
SWASTIKA LUMP
a standardized pack well advertised, resolution, but a unanimous feeling
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
New York, Nov, 13 Saying that he
would All the local banks to overflow- in favor of it prevailed.
was discouraged in his inability to
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
Under present conditions, the
The objection of Mr. Potter, of the concentrate his mind upon his work,
ing.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
average fruit farmer has a hard time Ocean to Ocean Highway association, nnrl that, there was "no use" in living
was that this association might lose',
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
handling his crop.
William G. Schnieder, a water- Misses True and Bryan apply the prestige through the affiliation and color artist and member of several
latest methods of orchard cultivation, that his arduous campaign of six clubs and societies, hanged himself
including power spraying. Their fore years might be bereft of its effect. by a trunk strap to a door in his room
man will be sent this season to the Judge Lowe convinced Mr. Potter that at the Latham hotel today. He was
best large orchards in apple sections a failure to affiliate would be the found dead several hours later, after
STAGE
LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
to pick up new ideas. Their head saddest day's work of Mr. Potter's car- a maid had failed to receive response
eer, as by affiliation the power of
From
packer is a young woman whom they those
states through which the nation- to her knocks at the door.
La Salle Restaurant
marto
fruit
best
the
sent
last
year
TAOS
BARRANCA TO
Three letters, one addressed to his
al
highway will pass in the east will
to study the most attractive
kets
friend, William' Jean Beau-ley- ;
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
boyhood
be
to
MexiNew
thrown
the aid of
Meets Both North South packs. Miss Bryan has successfully
another to his brother, Arthur
Arizona
and
California.
co,
II.
Bounds Trains.
Telephone
conducted large orange properties in
Atier this resolution passed a tele- Schneider, also well known as an
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of California. She believes in applying
Two Doorg Below P. Andrews Sure
was received trom the head- artist, and a third to his mother and
gram
the north bound train and arrives at the same careful treatment which has quarters of the D. A. H. aSKing mat brothers and sisters, were found.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
trade the California orange famous mis convention reinemDer the "his- Each letter spoke of his failure to conTaos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c.
Ten miles shorter than any other to the Santa Fe county apple.
Short Orders at All Honrs.
toric, route,'' (that is, by the grana centrate his mind.
Miss True today starts south to atway. Good covered- hacks and good
canyon ana petrined torest) to which
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams.
Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams tend to the delivery of the crop, She tney as an association are pledged.
French Noodle Order 10c, a dlsn.
furnished eommereM men to take In sells personally and therefore profit- The convention was reminded by Coi. qj innjuTXiruvui truinnoriruinjiA
Maw Yerk Chep Susy 50c. the surrounding towns. Wlro B'.nbudo ably instead of turning the business rtaiph K Twitchell, of Las
Vegas,
commission thai this route will pass through norover to the ordinary
Station.
house.
thern Arizona, close to the petriried
lortst, the grand canyon and other
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for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Mdte l'our Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take
pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantagssto be had
in Purchasing a Coles.

Sloan's Liniment is a quick
and reliable remedy for lameness in horses and other farm

TO

9iL

Saver

,Holds Fire

Lameness

i

i

A Money andFuel

m

Diapepsin."

Chickens and Other Fowls

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

All stomach distress quickly

Thanksgiving Turkeys,

j

BUY A COLES HEATER
AND

FOR HARD COAL

YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR

fifty-cen-

I

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

Mica doors

are extra large titled

WOOD DAVIS

Wood

i

j

SAWED WOOD

one-stor- y

DAWSON COAL

"BUY IT

OF CRICHTON."

CAPITAL COAL YARD

HARDWARE

--

Phone

14.

SOFT COAL

Coles original down draft. This is the
stove for the home, the office and ail
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the nioNt
aervicable and economical of all stoves.

In

grooves, perfect St.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
the "Radiant".

COMPANY.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone

14.

LIGHT

.
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THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoern
and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
ODS,

desired.

POW

-

x&tsttit Wood

eal

,.'n

if'

WOOD'S

N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

D

the button and

IENT as to touch

your stove is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad n'ght" Estimates and full information cheeer fully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
I

-

world-fameGARDEN.
BUILDS
attractions. Col. Twiich-ei- l
13.
Dr.
D.
Npv.
C,
suggested that the good roads
Washington,
Lyman J. Briggs, head of the experi- Doosters in each town in which the
ment section of the bureau of plant in- D. A. H. has an organization endeavor
dustry, is stringing electric wires to convince the daughters that the
over a government garden on the Po- route agreed upon at the Phoenix

ELECTRIC

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, AriPacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

AMTA PP
J All I A lC

PDOM
rlYUlU

tomac river near Washington for the
purpose of growing plants by aid of
electricity. He will electrify onions
and snap beans, potatoes and hops.
For some time Dr. Briggs has been
experimenting with electricity in the
improved cultivation of various plants,
but his apparatus was not of the best
type until now. A few new wires from
England were imported for use in the
Potomac fields. They are being put in
position. The wires are about sixteen
feet above the ground.

To El

zona, Mexico and to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

For Rates and Full lnformationAddress
G. F. & P. AGENT,

EUGENE FOX,

TO KNOW
WHO.TARRED A GIRL.
Nov. 12. A large
Ohio,
Norwalk,
proportion of the population of West
Clarksfield, 12 miles east of here,
came to this city, the county seat, to--I
day to be present at the trial of the
six men charged with "tarring" Min-- I
nine LaValley, a
girl, an
the night of August 10.
CURIOUS

'

EL PASO, TEXAS.

ii.

I.

4

Re-Unio-

n,

meeting last December, via Clifton,
Phoenix and Yuma, to Los Angeles is
the best tor all interested.
A resolution ot thanks was accord-ex- i
the Santa Fe New Mexican, the
Albuquerque Morning Journal and the
Los Angeles papers, the Examiner,
Tribune, Herald and Express, tor the
lull reports of the convention.
WHAT AUTO

'men

THE ALBANY HOTEL

D,

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..

D

GOODIES

J

Let Us Cater to Your Wants

HERRING
MACKEREL

Edison's Dreani Conies True

Fresh York State
BUCKWHEAT FLOUR

With Pure Vermont
MAPLE SYRUP

'

A FRESH SHIPMENT

OF

OF

Scottish Rite Cathedral,
SANTA FE, N. M.
November

17th to 21st, 1912.

One and
Fare From
All Points In New Mexico.
One-Fif- th

4-I'.'
1

i

:

Dates of Sale, Nov. 16 to 20,1912.
Return Limit, Nov. 24th.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

I.

&

mi Afenf,

I

J.F.RHOADS

C

A

Number of

Thoroughbred

Cockerels

For sale at

$1.50 to $3.00
ROOSTERS

ONE YEAR OLD

$3.00 to $5.00
A. Wheelon
Charles
'
PHONE

,

204

J

A. B. fiNAGEY & CO.,

try

No.

ELECTRIC CONTRACTORS

tion

14, Township 13 N.,
M. P. Meridian, has

for SW
Range

Sec-

1--

12050-0483-

9

E..

filed notice
N.
If you are now using electricity call
of intention to make final five year
up 137 W. and have this company put proof, to establish claim to the land
Edison Mazdas in the same sockets above
described, before H. C. Kinsell,
and compare results.
at Stanley, N. M., on the 22d day, of
November, 1912.
as
witnesses:
Claimant names
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, V .8. Estevan Encinas, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. Julio Montoya, of Galisteo, N. M.; Antonio Villanueva, Galisteo, N. M.; Jose
10,1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Pino Villanueva, of Galisteo. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Villanueva, ot GalUteo, N. M., who on
Register.
Sept 21st, 1907, made Homestead En

AN D IE S

THE MODERN GROCERYCO

i

i

SANTA FE, N.M.

0RPIN8T0US

S. C. BUFF

Everywhere in every town more
light lower cost indoors, outdoors, in
homes, office and factories, on streets,
trolleys, autos and boats. Every one
Thus
can now have the electric light.
"
the fulfillment of Edison's dream Is
made possible by the economy and
of the Edison
lasting endurance
Mazda Lamp. This lamp Is made by
the General Electric company, the
largest electric manufacturers In the
world, and is sold In this city by

DOL-jLAR-

DEDICATION

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

FOR YOUR

WANT.

The automobile manufacturers ol
the United States appeared to favor a
route from Chicago to San Francisco
direct, via Denver and Salt Lake City.
tc was pointed out that these business
men will give $10,000,U0& to the build-iinof a national highway; and a re
solution was passed referring to this
otter as being "the greatest conception from the business standpoint,
that ever entered the mind of man."
The recommendation-tha- t
the auto
manufacturers adopt the National Old
Trails Ocean to Ocean Highway route
as being the most feasible and the
route which will be open most days
in the year, was added to this

State of Ohio, City of Toleflo,
Lucas county. ss.
HAVE YOU THE PROPER
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Step Ladders,
Cheney & Co., doing business in the 19 MORE
City of Toledo, county and state
ROOMS FOR
Ironing Tables,
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
MONTEZUMA
sum
ONE
of
HUNDRED
jthe
Kitchen Cabinets,
for each and every case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
The Sfontezuma fs to he a fifty-rooCounters, Shelving use of HALL'S
CATARRH CURE.
"calibre" hotel.
FRANK J. CHEXEY.
If not, see me, and see how little
This was stated today by the lessee
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Doran who added that Judge
Thomas
it will cost to have things right. in my presence, this 6th
De-i
day of
j N.
B. Laughlin, the owner of the
Repairing of all kinds neatly and cember, A. D. 1SSC.
hotel has let the contract to Mr. Mar-- I
A. W. GLEASOX.
promptly attended to.
(Seal)
tindale, builder of the Masonic cathed- Our
Saws
Public.
Notary
Specialty.
Filing of
t0 Put on nineteen additional
raI'
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts directly upon the blood rooms to the present 'structure occu
.and mucous surfaces of the system, pied by the hotel.
The extension will be an "L" shaped
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHEXEY & Co., Toledo. Ohio, addition on the north and west. The
foundation has already been dug for
A warn Ad. In the New Mexican
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
sees more people in one day than you
Take Hall's Family Pills for con an addition at the south of the
; stipation.
Laughlin building on Don Uaspar aye- can see in a month. Try one.
i

Scottish Rite

Rooms With Bath,
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INTERESTING CORRESPONDENCE
OA WoHdtllJxUl

Can stick a lot of money
into a suit. You can get
the very best of material. You can
get the latest style garment,

IY0D

UJX

rap

enrrltid

phlet describes the rise in wages of;
By Gilson Gardner.
Washington, D. C Nov. 12. With- the farm laborer between im;i; and
out the support of any party, the most 1909. During that Interval his month
is a critical period weakened
dependent member of congress, Wil- ly wages have increased from $ U.
delicate bronchial
throats,
board.'
liam Kent of California, has been re- with board, to $18.0., also u iih
tubes and unsound lungs often
elected. Perhaps u moral might be A diagramshows that the day hi hop
er who was getting $l.n." In ISCC, got
squeezed from this.
follow; sometimes impaired
There are 1!) progressives in the 90 cents a day in lMi.'i. From that
or hearing.
sight
be
to
a gradual rise
Pennsylvania delegation to congress. time there began
1 m Hi he reBut if SCOTT S EMULSION
Oi this number some w ere out and out la the daily wage until in
U taken promptly and regularly
members of the Washington
party ceived the magnificent sum of $1.45
If it has been made in a crowded sweat shop.
'dlie nrnp'i'pKsK'e nnrtv in Pennsvlvan- a day. Then his Income began dropafter the fever subsides it
the
government report!
If it has been made with a thousand others.
;tn). while others were nominally re-- ! P!'"S again and
onus in mm and:
and effectually reline
also
quickly
uie
drops,
themselves
who
to;
pledged
publicans
If it has not been made to fit you.
does
not
the
disclose
investigation
stores
measures
and
appetite, strength and
support all progressive
who were accordingly endorsed by the what the farm laborer getb today, or
flesh.
how much his wages will
buy in
Washington party. There are only
To Have
How Can You
two tory members, J. Hampton Moore clothes, food and shelter.
The bureau of labor recently issued
and George S. Graham. Senator Penrose has been reelected to the posi a report showing that the cost of food
tion of ward boss. The only thing necessities has increased no per cent
the lines worked into it to fit you when the very laws' of
fe
fJSEEXf
ho effected in the late election was during the last 12 years. It is evident.
nature say that there are no two persons exactly alike?
to carry his own ward in which h therefore, that the farm laborers's
controlled 400 votes.
vvageB have not kept pace with the in-apparently
It stands to reason that you cannot get anything to fit
The best comment on Tuesday's el creased cost of food.
N.
The bulletin has much to say about tion. Probably Senator Joseph
is that of Vice Presidential
you as we will fix you up. .We have spent our whole life
Dixon will be in charge. He is chairser-the
of
female
difficulty
securing
Hiram Johnson, who says:
and are learning every day. How are the sweat shop
man of the national commission of
"The lasting and permanent victory vants for the farm. In l!)i)2 it appears the
party and late returns indicate
workers? Do they have any interest in you? No, if you
was won by the progressives Tuesday that the day rate wage for hired girls
he will be succeeded in the sen- that
I'HKl
in
was
Iti
(!'
and
it
una
a
cents,
of
pubin
the
great
crystallisation
want individuality, then come to where you can see with
n aemocnii.
ale
a
moral
cents The bulletin iinds it difficult
lie sentiment founded upon
your eyes how the work is done, by whom it is done, and
conception. That immediate success to discover why hired girls do not
did not come to the candidates is of care to work in the country for these A BABY'S INCOME $3,333 A YEAR.
when you place the garment on your back, you know what
no consequence.
The big thing has wages!
you have.
been accomplished. There is a new
The author of the bulletin is George
New York, Nov. 12. John Jacob
B party in the nation that has come to K. Holmes, chief of the division of pro-- i Astor, the infant son of Mrs. Mad
All of this you get and you need not pay one cent more
stay; a new spirit in Americanism nduction and distribution.
line Force Astor. will have an allow
that means ultimately real progress:
than what you are asked to pay for the ready mades.
of the national pro- ance of $3,3U3 a year for his support
Headquarters
a new life in politics that marks a
are to be transferred during the next three years. Surr.i
gressive
Judge for yourself which you want.
better national existence. In Lincoln's from Newparty
to Washington. It is gate Fowler granted a petition filed
York
words: 'All you have to do is to keep understood that
W. Perkins is by Mrs. Astor to this and appointed
George
the faith, remain steadfast to the right to retire from
active participation in Mrs. Astor as the child's guardian
and stand by your principles, stand
the movement as he has large busi- - with limited authority until ,ie should
by your guns, and 'the victory, comness interests which require his atten- - reach the age of 14 years.
plete and permanent, is sure at last.
i
"In common with all Americans we
wish Mr. Wilson a successful
and
prosperous administration."
The man who works as a day labor- er on a farm is not on the high road
to riches. This somewhat obvious
Next to First Nat. Bank
East Side of Plaza,
fact is completely demonstrated in
a pamphlet just published by tho de-- !
This pampartment. of agriculture.
Notice is hereby given that the for sale to the person who will agree
Board of loan Commissioners of the to take the same at par and accrued
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to date of d(,liv'r' alld at a
State of New Mexico will, at the
Department or the Interior, U. S.
ot lowest to be named in his
ra,e
!fice
of
state,1
the
of
Treasurer
said
Lend Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
in the capitol building at the Citv of bid: alld aaid bonds 0I' any lJart tllere"
November 5, 1912.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the itithiof wiU be aardpd to the person of- Notice is hereby given that Henry
dav of December. 1H12. nt the hnnr lerlnB to accepc tne same at par at
of
Ij Cooper,
Stanley, New Mexico,
Nations and empires have risen to in battles were killed 700,000 and of
2 o'clock in the afternoon, receive the lowest rate of interest.
w ho, on December 9, 1907, made homepower and greatness only to fall. wounded 2,000,000. Consequently al- - sealed
Each bid must be sealed, marked
of
.
;
!
proposals for the purchase
stead entry No.
for SE
i.:it,
Learned men have tried to clear up .1, I ,a
as
nnn
jimei iniun
f ,,nH. f cirl ' . .
,i -- PmiinHnl fnr Pnrnhnao nf nniirt" nil
Section 33, Township 12 N., Range 8 this mystery and to give acceptablg each vear ns nil the many
wai-world
.of" the
series "i;, ' which are to be issued accompanied by a certified check for
,
, 7 7
, .
,
,
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice reasons for this fact. Many came to ,
,
Ku.eu m uau.es . n ,,ouu
accordance. with the prov,BOIlg of not less than two per cent of the
r
of intention to make
Proof, the conclusion that alcohol is the greatW orse than that ts the influence of
8ectlo three of artjcle ,x Qf U)e cQu. amount of the bid, as security for the
to establish claim to the land above est destroyer undermining not
only cikjuuuiiu ueveiues un me iuiiuiies
described, before Harry C. Kinsell, U. the happiness of families, but also the Nature tries to be perfect to produce jstitution of said state of New Mex- - faithful rurfnrmmipp nf Riioli hifl in
ico and of an Act of UlR Led8lature case said bonds or a part thereof
S. Commissioner,
at Stanley,
whole society. This evil is increasing men or nign cnaracter, nut ne use of Baid
,
on! shall be awarded to the person mak-o- l
gtate which
on the 6th day of December, from day
to day. As soon as children
. ,.. becilme
alcohol holds this development Mha
.....
, j ,.
,,.,
,
Du ,,m
1UI
uuilt-1912.
Lilt; "ifo o.tvii
ui
iiu, uuuj Ha nijuiuaiu uaur
l.JJ,
leave school they follow the example back. A drunkard looses little by lit i"c luoi uaj
of the bonds and accrued ages in case of the failure of the
Claimant names as witnesses:
of their fathers. It is not very easy tie the dignity of man and his in payment
interest thereof of Santa Fe county. successful bidder to fulfill his
O. C. Heyer, Julia
Downs, Albert to prevent a heavy drinker from tak- etincts are no better than those of
were validated, aunroved and; tract; but no such check drawn upon
Brown, B. F. Cooper, all of Heyer, ing alcoholic beverages, but at least animals without understanding
and conflrmed by Act of Congress of
a banking house making the bid will
New Mexico.
our youth should be protected from
man
with
A
power.
great ary lf 1897 and assumed by Baid be accepted as such security.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
this evil of our time.
not
who
self control,
would
.willingly
The Loan Commissioners reserve
To be successful it is necessary to harm an insec degenerates by regular s(ate iu Bection one f artic,e x o
Register.
Bald
let them "know how terrible are the use oi mis poison, a urunnara sacri- bo constitution. Said bonds are to the right to reject any and all bids,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
issued in the denomination of one and particularly specify that no bid
s
of his offsprings thousand dollars
produced by this de- fices
dated December will be considered unless it is an unNotice is hereby given that Pablo consequences
stroyer. The last word of science on the altar of drink. Why are so Ifi. 1912. flnrf willeach,
hp in thp fnrm nro. conditional bid for the purchase of
Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mexico, about, alcohol is: Alcohol is a poison, many children
,
, ,,,
, consumptive, epilep-- srinH
14
who, on March 5, 1909, made HomeBecause their. the legislature of the state of New said bonds or a part thereof, not made
ruining not only the man who uses it tic, idiotic,
stead Application No.
upon
dependent
for but also his offspring and generations parents use alcohol.
any contingency
only Mexico, and the principal thereof will whatever.
S.
It is further distinctly
SW.
and Lot 3, Section 5, to come. Experience is the best teach 17 per cent of drunkardsGenerally
children are be payable to bearer
in gold coin or its state
that only so much of said
Township 13 North, Range 9 East, New er, i ne statistics ot ute insurance normal, while on the contrary, 90 per
in lawful money of the Unit- bonds will be sold as may be neceseqivalent
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed
show
440
deaths out cent of children of abstainers
that
are ed States
companies
forty years after their date, sary, at the price bid, to realize the
notice of intention to make
final of a thousand are due to alcohol. In normal.
and they may be redeemed at the amount of the indebtedness to be
proof, to establish claim to the land the United States occur 680,000 deaths
Especially the young people con- option of the state at any time after
paid, which indebtedness does not exabove described, before Register and per year or 750,000 per year in the tract this habit of using alcohol.
ten
from their date. The inter- ceed the said sum of $1,125,000.
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa United States and its possessions, that Therefore, they poison the best part est years
on said bonds will be payable
Intending bidders who may desire
Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day oi means, that alcohol is killing our o" their life. The influence of this
March 1 and September further information, can obtain it by
people at the rate of 2,000 men a year. habit is so strong that nobody can
December, 1912.
Alcohol is worse than war and kills resist it, but with the greatest ef- l, and principal and interest will be application to said Board of Ixan
Claimant names
as
witnesses:
payable at the office of the state Commissioners at Santa Fe, N. M.
Florencio Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres, more people than war has ever killed. fort. The drunkard does not care if treasurer
v. G. SARGENT,
Santa Fe, New Mexico,!
The
at
own
life and that of his oi at the at
Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
Army College
Washington he ruins his
Seaboard
National Bank,
Secretary Board of Loan
made the statement that alcohol killed wife and children. Immorality and
Kennedy, New Mexico.
Commissioners,
more people than all the wars of the its terrible consequences are the New York City, at the option of the!
MANUEL R. OTERO,
holder. The said bonds are offered November S, 1912.
world has ever killed and wounded. fruit of alcoholism.
1

BUT

We're showing some very new DRESS

FOOTWEAR that will be of great
interest to the Society People. Every
man and every woman that " goes "
will enjoy seeing our Dress Shoes !

-

-

OHNINE SLIPPERS

Expect It

-

'ZlIA

FOR MEN
Dress Shoes in Dull or Bright kid, Cloth or Kid Tops, and
beautifully made. Dress Pnmps with large, flat bows,
the finest we've ever seen.

e

$4.50, $5.00, $6.00, $6.50

i-

-

The Capital Tailor
-

FOR WOMEN
Dress Ties, Pumps and Slippers in almost endless variety.
Leathers of Bright or Dull Kid, Velvet and ttins in all
colors, Cubianor French Heels. A regular beauty
show of handsome footwear

NEW MEXICO

1

STATE BONDS

j

e $4.00

$3.00, $3.50

-

THE FORUM.

05143-1250-

1

The Season's New and Correct Models in Full Dress

COME AND SEE

Footwear,

4

ur

five-yea-

ei.

pr

cias?y

New-Mexic-

Different

iii,,i

sl,oes

fPFR'tj

ITLULULII
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Quality

1

1

con-whic- h

j
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DEDICATION

three-fourth-

1

OF THE

?

2

.

4

AND

Scottish Rite Reunion
Santa Fe, November 17th to 20th,

semi-annuall-

from Stations Espanola, N. M , Silverton,
Colo., Alamosa, Colo., and all other
Intermediate Stations.

SELLING DATES

Colo., Nov. 15th.
From Alamosa, La Jaraand Romeo, Colo., Nov. 16th.
From Stations Antonito to Espanola, N.M., Nov, 16th and 18th

T'i'':in Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
dy, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

FOR PUBLICATION

Kc .

S. Land
Department of the Interior, U.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mex., Oct
10,

Register.

1912.

Notice is hereby given that Walter
Kraul, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,

L

FOR PUBLICATION.
or the Interior, tT. S.
Land Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
October 21, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Epitacio
Salaz, of Cuba, New Mexico, who, ju
, 191., made Small Holdfor SW
ing Claim No.
S
NE
N
NE
N
SE
W
SE
NE
NW
NE
NE
NE
SE
NE
W
NE
NE
NE
SE
SE
NOTICE

Department

or. October 25, 1909, made Homestead
6
Entry No. 011996 for Lots 4. 5 and
of Section 6, Township 16 N., Range
ID E., and on March 26, 1912, made
additional homestead entry No. 016512
for Lot 1 of Section 1, Township 16
K., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
three-yea- r
Troof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Of
flee, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the
C2d day of November. 1S12.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cristobal Garcia, Licolas Griego, Crespin
Padilla, all ol
Gallegos, Eustaquis
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

"

MANUEL

R. OTERO,
Regi

527S-01597-

2

i

i

ii

'

:;

-

In this picture map Artist Brown
has stationed himself, figuratively, at
Constantinople, the threatened capital
of the Turkish empire and has made
Just as
his pencil look Europe-warthe Turkish sultan must be doing now,
as he stands with bis back to Asia,

The Birdseye View of the Terrific Conflict in the East Drawn Especially for
surveying his oncoming, victorious ward to Constantinople."
This topographical or "picture" map
enemies.
If the reader will note the points of a great news event covering a
of the compass, he will see exactly great expanse of territory such as the
e
is surrounded Balkan war does, is an entirely new
how
of Balkan states, feature in dally newspaper illustraby the semi-circl- e
alL of which are pressing armies "for tion. Such a map conveys to the hu
Turkey-in-Europ-

the New Mexican by Frank E. Brown.
man eye instantly an understanding glance at this picture map shows that
of places and events noted in the news the great metropolis of Constanti-dispatchewhile the ordinary, orjnople is really two cities; that the
geography map, when printed in the Bosphorus, a short strait and not a
newspaper, means little or nothing, river, divides It In half. How many
How many of us really understand, ot us have the famous Dardanelles
although we read the name every day, placed accurately in our minds? This
what "the Bosphorus" means? A picture map places it instantly.
j

j

j

L

NE

4

4

4

NE
NW

4

E i
NE
of Section 3,

4

l--

4

4

4

2

4

01189-1030:;- i,

2

4

NE
Township 21 N., Range 1 V., and the
SW
SE
SE
S
SE
SW
SE
of Section 34, Township
22 N., Range 1 W., New Mexico Priu-oipMeridian, has filed notice of intention to make final proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Commissioner, at Cuba, New Mexico, on
tho 9th day of December, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ebudigen Gurule, of La Jara, New
Mexico; Hilario Lucero, of Cuba, New
Mexico ; J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, New
Mexico; E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New

FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior, U. S
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Me..
Oct. 15, 1912.

-

4

2

4

SW
SE

NOTICE

-

2
2

ter

Notice is hereby given that Florea-ciSanchez, of Kennedy, New Mexico, who, on August 24, 1908, made
Homestead Entry No.
for E
Lots 5 and 6, Section
SW
6. Township 13 North, Range 9 Easr,
New Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make thrpc-yeaProof, to establish claim to the
lend above described, before Register!
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, nt
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day
of December, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Pablo Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,

;
;

4

j

Mexico.
MANUEL

K. OTERO,

Register.

r

z

ii

4

2

4

4

Department

ill

24.

RETURN LIMIT, NOVEMBER
,

NOTICE

'

:

From Aztec and Farmington, Nov. 14th.
Fom S ations Silverton to but no including Antonito,

N.W.

"

1912.

For the Above Occasion the Denver & Rio Grande
will Protect Rate of One Fare for the Round Trip

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN SPECIAL PICTURE MAP SHOWING THE WHOLE BALKAN WAR SCENE

VIENNA

NEW

MASONIC TEMPLE

09058-10481-

You cannot get up to Jate printing
unless you have
material
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and a
the same time expert mechanics. Tour
orders are always assured personal at
tention.

V

0

appearing in. a vaudeville sketch
gether.

rvi

EMI

SALARY

SIX-SHOOTE- R.

(By Gertrude M. Price.)
there's 'Alkali Ike
"Ah, goody!
again!" A fluffy little lady with a

psyche clapped her hands
like a child as she slid into a seat
near the front at the north side

high-pile-

d

J

i

''

'"movies."

YOU HAVE SEEN

THESE THREE

"Say, mister, ain't y'u goin' t' have
no 'Broncho Billy' film tonight?" a
AT
isniall kiddy with a good deal of
earth's rouge on his expectant face 1-- THE ELK'S THEATRE ?
called out as he deposited his ticket
door and made a
at the
dive for a front seat.
"Come on, girls, let's go to the
nickle show this afternoon. They are
going to have a picture with my dear
old sheriff man in it you know the
one who always comes in just in timo
to save everybody from being killed
by the Indians.
"Come on!"
Who said personality didn't .count
in a moving picture show?
There probably isn't any company
fastened a character
which has
name to its players as much as the
Here are
Kssanay manufacturers.
three of the players who have made
names household
their character
words and a little "inside information"
.
,
about each. .;..
BRONCHO BILLY!
i,
V Surprised?
Never saw him look
like' that? Where's his sombrero and
liis cowboy costume?
He has 'em still sure!
But once in a great while Gilbert
M. Anderson, one of the organizers
of the Essanay Film Manufacturing
company a man of large means
likes to throw off his popular cognomen with his chaps and colored hand
kerchief just to be himself.
who has succeeded in
"Broncho Billy," as
every one picture players
character name so insep
a
attaching
knows him now, didn't always have a
to himself that his own name
bank account, bo they say, and for arably
i3 forgotten.
tune and fame looked about as near
"Alkali Ike" is a comedian of the
the finding as a needle in a haystack.
at
Now if stories be true he has Western Essanay Stock company
Calif. This winter he 13 "being
Niles,
no
can
be
there
to
and
burn
money
in a series of pictures with
question of his popularity in the featured
in Chicago. Out
"movies."
little
Anderson writes many of his own of the pictures he is a sturdy,
with
over
canny
Scotchman
brimming
scenarios and plays practically all the
lead? In the western pictures put on saying and droll wit.
When he travels people single him
by the Essanay stock company at
weather-beaten- ,
There a
out, and after the second look some
Niles, Calif.
a wild and
of
fearless
lawkeeper
one always exclaims:
Besides that, he Is the producer.
western cowpnncher's camp.
Ike!'"
woolly
'Alkali
that's
"Why, surely,
It may be interesting to know, too,
That's it, though, and both times
And surely it is.
that he is the father of the 1000-foin
the
the
description fits.
He was the chief character
picture called the "full reel."
the
Arthur Mackley, one of the di
It's
"Alkali
Ike
called
Plays
ALKALI IKE.
pictures
Two
of the Essanay Western Stock
rectors
Ike
"Alkali
Stung."
Ever see a photograph of pur old Devil" and
new pictures are "Alkali Ike's company.
of
his
"Alkali
Ike?"
friend,
He doesn't need any introduction.
Here he is and his real name is Close Shave" and "Alkali Ike's MotorEvery one who goes to tne niCKie
cycle."
Augustus Carney.
knows "the sheriff.
OLD
;
SHERIFF,
THE
a
for
handle
a
very
It's
great big
f
He's
the hlg, "burley,
to
the
Presto change!
small pitcher. But he's full up
,
Here the dignified civilian with de-- j protector of the peace; the hurry-upbrim with humor and sense.
who is almost cap
Carney' is one of the few moving corum undisputed.
'

t

level-heade-

d

neither fightner or champion.
are through with him.

HEAUY WEIGHT CROWN

tured by the enemy; the one man who
can quell the villain and bring order
cut of chapa.
He has played the part of a west-

ern sheriff bo much that he has pracin' the
tically lost his own identity
character. One of the pictures in
which he will easily be remembered is
"The Little Sheriff.".
"The Shotgun Ranchman," "The
Ranchman's Anniversary" and "On
the Moonlight Trail" are all pictures
in which he has made' thousands of
friends.
WISCONSIN

LEADER.

vBoth

JOHNSON GETS
COLD TURN DOWN
BY MR. BULLITT

:jf

Washington, D. C, Nov. 13 No
son exists, according to a brief filed
today on behalf of the government by
Solicitor General Bullitt why Jack
Johnson, the negro pugilist confined
in jail in Chicago, on a charge of violating the Mann act, should be admitted to ball by the supreme court of
the United States.
The solicitor general pointed out
that while violations of the white
slave act are punishable by five years',
imprisonment or $5,000 fine or both,
they are not extraditable.
"A guilty offender might be quite
willing to jump any small amount of
bail so as to seek refuge in a foreign
country and thus avoid punishment
for a crime which the public policy of
this country denounces with a heavy
penalty," he said.
"The administration of the criminal
law would be brought into disrepute
if one committing such an infamous
crime as that for which Johnson has
been indicted, could by forfeiting a
considerable sum of money, escape to
a place where he would be free from
further prosecution."
A telegram from United States Attorney Wilkerson to the department
of justice is included in the brief as
disclosing facts that fully justified the
action of the United States district
court in determining the conditions
under which it would admit Johnson
to bail. Mr. Wilkerson stated that
"parties representing the defendant
attempted to secure his release on abAttention
solutely worthless bail.
was called to the fact that the defendant stated that "it was his intention to leave this country on November 30, and this statement was not
contradicted either by the defendant.
or any of his counsel," added the

!
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California Wines
Taylor Whiskey

MASCMSC.

NEGRO CULT IN
t CHICAGO RAIDED
&
BY THE POLICE

Montezuma

Lodge

No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communi-

cation first Monday
each month at
Masonic Hall at

S ill

n
i

I

Chicago, Nov. 13. Two departments
7:30.
of the United States government the
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
postofflce and the department of justicetoday began investigations of CHAS. E. LJNNEY, Secretary.
the "Black Rose" cult, whose members occupied an old mansion at 3340
Santa Fe Chapter No.
3, R. A. M.
Michigan avenue, as a "temple" until
Regular
the police raided the place Monday
second
convocation
night and carried'away men and woMonday of each month
men, blacks and 'whites.
at Masonic Hall at
Lauron De Laurence, who calls him7:30 p..m.,, ....
..'
"
self 'doctor" and claims to be a Choc-- :
: CHAS. A,
WHEELON,
taw Indian, is charged by the' police ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
H. P.
with violations of the Mann-ac- t
and
Secretary.
uEe oi ine mans to aetraud.
Also, the
police . asserted, that Laurence is ; a
Santa Fe Comrhandery
M
negro and not an Indian.
No. J, K. T. 'Regular
f
the
Among
trappings of the cult
conclave fourth Monfound at the "temple" by the police
in each month at
day
was a wooden cigar store Indian which
Masonic Hall at 7:30
was a fetich before which members
'
p. m.
of the cult prostrated themselves., in
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
devotion.
j if
W, E.. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

-

Pope Motor Cycle

minor-leaguer-

SIX CLUBS AFTER TINKER.
Chicago, Nov. 11. Joseph Tinker,
CAPT. JOSEPH HOEFFEL.
Cub shortstop and seeker of a new
Wisconsin looks like first choice for berth, preferably that of a big league
the football championship of the manager, may lose out in the Cincinwestern college conference on the nati managership because of another
form displayed in early games. Cap- deal. It is not because Joe does not
tain Hoeffel, left end, is playing his desire to join the Reds or because he
.

third season on the eleven. He played football three years on the Green
Bay (Wis.) high school eleven before
attending the university.

Santa Fo Lodge of

Pe?-fectto- n

No. 1, 14th

de-

gree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite qf
Free Masonry meets oa
the third Monday of each month at
7.30 o'clock in the evening in Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
'
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Venerable Master.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe LodgeXo.
460,

-

B.

P. O. E.,

holds its regular
session on the second
and fourth
Wednesday cf each
month. V i i t ing
brothers are invited and. welcome.
FRANK T. BLAND

Y,

Ruler,
P. M. A. LIENAU,
.

s.

w

Secretary.

,

Fe

Santa

Camp

W. a.
meets second TuesM.

13514,

day each month, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visit
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
-

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodg
meets
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular '
meeting oh the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and welJ. A. RAEL, F. M.
come.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879, Brother,
hood of American Yoemen.

Meets first Fr-

iday

A little want aft costs hut a few
cents and brings wonderful results
when published in the New Mexican,
Try one.

state. If you have any special talLIGHT SILENT AND RELIABLK.
is not wanted, but President Murphy PASH BROS,,
jcts., Santa Fe ent, do not hide It under a bushel.
announced Poday that his shortstop
was in great demand, and has paid a
great compliment to Tinker by raising
the ante.
It is known that seven clubs besides
tne cubs in tne National league would
DISTRIBUTOR OF
hot object to having Tinker present
but just what owner hafJ offere(1 Mur.
phy his entire crew for the 1912 CapBUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
tain will not be known for some time
Manufacturer
of all kinds of Soda Waterr made from Pure Distilled
after mentioning that Hoblitzel, Mar-san- s
water.
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
and four or five others besides
a cash consideration would have the
, TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
appearance of a good offer from Cln- cinnati Murphy let the cat part way
out of the bag by the above announce
ment. The President of the West
Side aggregation brought his knowl-edg- e
of open-fielrunning into play
after telling of the offer, but refused
to say anything further.
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
At the present time Philadelphia is '
the only club that has not made thei
offer, as Murphy and Manager Evers j
have often said in chorus that Tinker
would not be allowed away from the
West Side yard until, another good

KRICIte

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

r

I

of the

month at the
Firemen's Hall.
E. Robinson.
Foreman,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

Let Him Know It If you are out ot
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional minMn the city
and county and a great many in the

HENRY

;

PEERLESS BAR

d

AND CIGARS

!

'

of

,

j

,w

BEER

I

';

.

d

SCHLITZ

'

leaders, thought more time for consideration was needed before taking
FLYNN.
JIM
AND
LUTHER M'CARTHY (LEFT)
a definite step in the matter.
round
second
The importance of setting figures
the
om
in
Francisco
,V.pvV13.-Tflan
LosAnegeles, Calif.,
that will not prove undesirable to the
Morns. Tne coming uamc
decided
has
promoter,"
McCarey, fight
class AA and A magnates, and the
for 20 rounds and will be fought at WAGE WAR IN
that since the fight promoters of the night
fact that the National committee
BASEBALL GOES
little
agreement
requires the adoption of
but
country have decided to eliminate
experienced,
McCarey
limit makes the questhe
maximum
JohnON
both
MERRILY
as
Jack
the
men,
trouble matching
Heavyweight Champion
tion, a delicate one for the baseball
son from all future contests because were anxious for a chance at the title,
diplomats.
offer of a $5,000- purse, to be
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 13. Anxiety
of the unsavory reputation of the ne- - soniithis n
"kh
r,Pr cFnt to the winner and 40 L
MARQUARD IS SUED.
T acUo, on tte
elaTed
Cent ' the ,08er' t0get"er
diamond-studdewas
1
eagerly
belt,
"nleI
que8tion at t0(JaJ,8 meet.
crown He
llaryof the National
New York, N. Y.,-- Nov. 13. Suit for
association. After
iT
ing
artiriar toh fori accepted.
was filed today
a report from a committee, recom- $25,000 damages
winner of the match will pre
star pitcher
himself and on December 10 will stage'- The have
"Rube"
Marquard,
a
in
against
bel
to defend the
mending that each class determine
of a series of battles to elim- ably
Years Day, by a caucus of the leagues composing of the New York National league baseSate all ordinary fighters and bring! battle with Al Pataer New
ball club, by Jos Kane, husband of
Jorth a man who can hold the title, as McCarey is figuring on this contest tt, a limit of such proportions that i Blossom
Seeley an actress, alleging
elimination
in
event
his
of
U
not
would
second
the
the
restrict
it
quality
Thte first fight will be between Jimthat Marquard alienated her affec
of
discussion
furnished
patrons,
sport
Mc'"lesl8
Luther
McCarthy.
.nrl
on Marquard was
nr nnrnlrt hiiakv
who
Jack Johnson will have no part in the question was put over until a tions. The summons
was
he
while
served
dining with Mrs.
trie
later
as
meeting.
events,
elimination
public
;i t...f Al Kaufman to sleep in the
some
For
time
as
as
other
well
they have been
President
Seeley.
have
Sexton,
and the reputable promoters
and before tiat Knocnea out Carl

m
TZTrZw
VfJ
onn

and

fence-buster-

,

"1

LEMPS

fence-buste-

rea-

.'

Capital Bar

their work. If there' were no training
period a majority of the players would
report unfit for their work and when
in that cc edition could not demand
their salaries. It is estimated that at
present the two major league clubs
spend at lpast $200,000 every spring
getting th.' ir players ready for the
season, when in fact, they could de
mand that the men report to them in
condition to do their work at the time
the season opens. Fortunately these
absurd dc viands are not being made
by the payers, but by David Fultz,
ALL RIGHT AGAIN.
who has had himself placed at the
head of (he players union.
Fultz
Clayton Johnston, tne little boy
seems to be laboring under the imfrom
Cuervo, who was bitten by a rat- pression hat the players are much
snake
and suffered the Joss of sev
ijle
abused under present ;.' conditions,
eral
t'om his right hand, left
though it is doubtful if the latter share for fingers
his home Saturday. He submitted
this opin'on.
i.o skin grafting operation
on the
hand io impply the defect left by the
EBBETS WANTS BRESNAHAN.
gangrene following the bite Tucum-car- i
New York, Nov. 11. The refusal of
,
,
News.
Pittsburgh , Brooklyn and Chicago to
waive on Roger Bresnahan, deposed
manager of the St. Lotus Nationals, TIME TABLE ALL
guarantees that this great player will
LOCAL TRAINS
remain in the National League for
some time to come. While it is imThe following are the time table
statepossible to get any positive
oi the local railroads:
; " a
ment from any of the clubs that
1
"A. T. & S. F. Ry.'
'
want Bresnahan, it is generally beLeave
lieved that Charley Ebbets of the
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. 'i
Dodgers wants to make him manager westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
of his team, and that Pittsburgh and
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
Chicago want him for badestop' work. P. m.
Brooklyn would gladly welcome
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
Bresnahan and Col. Ebbets could maks
no greater hit with the fans across the connect with No. 1 westbound and No
J
t ridge than by installing,. Roger as eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in
manager. The Brooklyn magnate is
Leave Santa Fe at 6 : 20 p. m. to co '
well aware of his work.
He knows that Bres would be a big nect with No. 7 westboun l and No. 4
SEset to his club, and while he Is not eastbound
very talkative on the subject it is
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:36
more than probable that Bresnahan p. m.
will be in charge of the Dodgers in the
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. V
spring if such can be negotiated.
westbound.
PING BODIE TO THE MINORS.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fs, 11: SO
who p. m.
Ping Bodie, the
cut-of- f
Passengers for the Belen
quit busting fences some months ago,
is likely to be sold, traded or sent and Pecos Valley points should now
back to the minors before next sea- leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 1 20 al
son. This is the one position on the heretofore. Connection leaves Albu
White Sox where a new' man will be querque at 7:55 P. m. Instead of 2:2b
seen next spring. Anybody want a a. m.
;,;
D. & ft. G. Hy.
?
;,
Apply to James J. CalLeaves 10:05 . m. for north. '..'JJZ- -.
lahan or Charles A. Comiskey.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from northPing lived up to his reputation
NEW MEXI.O CENTRAL RY ::
earned on the Coast for one season.
Leave 12:45 p. sn., connects with
Then he went back to the Coast and
acted as a beer agent during the win- No. 4 east and 1 south and wesfk
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection!
ter, came back fat as a pig and the
fences were comparatively safe. His from No. 3 east,
bad play in the city series, completed
Are You a Seller? An- advertisethree weeks ago, when he didn't chase
a hit, finished his career on the South ment in the classified columns of the
Side. He was fined and relieved of New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively. It will
further responsibility in the series.
Now comes the report that he is to. put the facts of your property .before
be traded or sent back to the minors. the eyes of all possible buyers.
Callahan will have a good crop of
outfield material to select from when
the Sox start for their training camp
at Paso Robles, Cal. Ia addition to
4 Horse Power
Collins, Mattick and Harry Lord he
PRICE,
$165.00
will have Jimmy Johnstone, who burnWith
Magneto.
Imported
ed up the Southern League, and sevMotorcycle without a doubt with trouble
s
eral other
left at the factory.
of ability.

OKI

tossed, him into the discard and so
far as both are concerned he is

TO MIX IN FIRST BATTLE FOR WORLD'S

THE

FOR CLUBS.

THEY WANT PAY.
The demand lor pay during the
trailing be;. son, which is to be made
Protective Associa-- I
by the Playars'
tion, is sura to meet with a stiff re- fual by tha club owners. The clubs
stand the expenses of the training
season, so as to fit the players for

,

full-fiege-

LIMIT

shortstop could be obtained. JL. is
WILLIAM FARAH-E- MIL
MIGNARD0T
fairly hard to guess just what owner
As
the:
a
starter
ante.
raised the
dopBter will probably pick on Brook-- ,
lyn. President Ebbets of the Brook-lyn Club and Murphy had several con- ferences during the local owners' tyip'
East, and it is not at all unprobable
that Murphy attempted to get Rucker
in exchange for Tinker. From all
that can be learned Ebbets would just
as soon give his new ball yard for the
player as dispose of Rucker. Another
deal may have been started by Ebbets,
but Murphy when asked again became
a weather prophet.
'Bird well and Lefy Tyler or Marien-vill- e
i
is what Boston may have offered
for. Tinker, but the weather talk conOld
tinued to be Murphy's greatest afternoon pastime.
Birdwell the former Phone Orders Attended To Promptly
fant, is still considered able to handle
brills hit between second and third, 5 5 San Francisco St. Phone 239 W
while his work at the b t is fair. Lefty
Tyler might possibly be a help to the
West side twirling staff, as Manager
Evers desires a good southpaw.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

to-

Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 1.3. Salary
limits for baseball clubs in the minor
leagues and the prospects of establishing rules under which the minors
might play poBt season games for
the mutual benefit of club treasuries
and the successful teams in the various leagues, were the basis of today's
work in the American, association of
professional baseball leagues, in session here.
President Sexton prefaced his discussion of the salary limit with a
statement regarding the attitude of
the Xational baseball commission. He
read letters from Garry Herrmann,
chairman ci' the commission, in which
the latter called attention to the
agreement last Bummer between the
commission and the present association in wh'th it was determined that
the minor leagues fix upon a salary
l'mit and fin a record before April of
each year with the commission so that
major leagi'-- clubs would know how
much salary was being paid to men
they might desire to draft or buy.
It was anmunced today that President O'Neill had released his whole
staff of urn: 'res in the Western
league and v. ...3 looking for new

"ALIKALIIKE" AND "BRONCHO BILL' TEAR THINGS UP SOMETHING FIERCE. BUT 'THE OLD
SHERIFF' JERKS EM SHORT WITH HIS
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508 PRECINCTS
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Incorporated
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TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office. 31 W.
Dr. Whiteside, of Kingman, Ariz.,
and Fred Colter, of Spriugervillo,
Ariz., also made the trip.
Colonel E. V Dobson arrived today
from Albuquerque on legal business
for the New Mexico Central Railway.
On account of the serious illness of
the father of Judge Wright, Mrs.
Wright will not be at home tomorrow,
Colonel W. S. Hopewell,
railroad
financier and real estate magnate, nr- rived this afternoon from the Duke
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HatsCaps43loves

. You Will Find the
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certificates give the following vote in
Lion Special Hats at $3.50
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Men that will equal 'this line.
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net.
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and also revisiting
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mebsiire for one ai
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Malcolm A. Fraser, secretary of the whereas today the vote is placed at
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according to a
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Minnie
then call on or phone
LaValley, testified today at
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the trial of the six men who are. chargDoes
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394
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Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
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leave
threatened
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and
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327
Ernest
327
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"Among
Eddy
Pacific Mail Company that the liner
'21 26
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier- 381
383
N. 6. LAUGHLIN, President.
381 low
Welsh, defendants, and Bill
Newport, sunk several weeks ago by 27 27 Grant ......
Guadalupe''. 154 154 152 Smith," said Fenimore.
the collanse of a giant dock crane at
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J. B. LAMY,
109
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"Smith said: 'We intend to stop
Balboa, was raised with a heavy list lb 16 Lincoln .... 109
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8 Luna ..'.'X: '193
194
194 Minnie's seeing men from other places
;On November 10, righted on the 12th
THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
167
167 or stop her clock, and we'll give thetn
land will be towed to San Francisco! ? 18 McKinley .. 167
243
242
244 worse than she got.
Take this as a
by the British salvage schooner Sal- - 24 24 Mora
H 15 Otero
195
195
196 warning to stay out of town.' "
vador, which raised her.
Are Showing This Week
21 Quay
j 20
358
357
The La Valley girl received an
357
oi
34
CALIFORNIA ORANGES
Rio Arriba. . 105
49
note
49
A Complete Line of
today threatening
WERE NICELY PAINTED, '26 28 Roosevelt
244
244
244 death if the six defendants are found
16 16 Sandoval .
587
570
575 guilty.
230
230
Chicago, 111., Nov. 13. A trainload 11 11 San Juan . . 228
of California oranges was seized by 17 24 Santa Fe.. 371
191
LETTER LIST.
187
House with Bath and Electric
the United States deputy marshals in 53. 53 San M iguel 208
198
200
the Proviso, Illinois, freight yards to- - 13 16 Sierra . .
List of letters remaining uncalled
77
79
79
of 1 50 feet, 50
lot
a
day because of alleged violations of 18 21 Taos
'.. 265
78
79 for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
the pure food and drugs act. United 38 45 Socorro
Nov. 9, 1912.
250
224
235 M., for week ending
lawn. Location one block and half from
States District Attorney Wilkerson 15 18 Torrance ih .191. 172
If not called for witl.in two weeks
172
'
filed milt In the federal district court 26 28 Union ..
t
408
412 they will be sent to the dead letter
428
Capitol Building.
here alleging that the oranges had 7 30 Valencia
29
41
29 office at Washington, D. C.
been scientifically stained and colored
Abeyta. Andrellita
to conceal inferiority.
Armstrong, R. Inez
508 594
7523
6985 7005
Anclito, Nellie.
UNDERTAKING A
Aragon, Florencio
ETTOR DENIES AGITATION.
Balencia, Cospica
REAL ESTATE
?!
INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS.
Bascum, Mrs. Lottie
Salem, Mass., Nov." 13. Joseph J.
Botts, Dr. M.
Ettor, the Lawrence strike leader, on
Bonyum, Mrs. Mabel
Phone, Red 189.
trial here charged with murder, con-The people of Santa Fe are invi'ed to visit the Largest and
Breen, Mrs. W. J,
own
his
defense
declarV D.ot
tinning
today,
Ctn.o in th. riiv ami inincrt nur TDI PI PTP
L. L.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Brown,
119 San Francisco St.,
ed that he could not conceive of any
LINO of
Buck, Daniel
way in which the yftlence or destruc1 1 1 l
i
i
M- - U H t M H
Chavez, Bonifacio
tion of property . could j brine results: Candelario, Pablito
"
in attaining the' swcTalH'ldeal.
Cats, Santiago
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
"Did you ever preach or counsel
Carroll, S. M.
we carry two desirable patterns, the
force or violence:" asked Attorney
Cloud, Julius
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CAPITAL $50,90000

BE

INSURE

hesitate, meditate,

j

a General Banking Business

JOSEPH

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

j

A HOME
AT A BARGAIN

FOR SALE

.

Parlor Suits, Sofas and
Rocking Chairs.

Lights;

om

has

,

fruit trees and

frontage

a

State

Everything in the Furniture Line

O. C. WATSON & CO. i

SPECIALTY.

Foley A

&

Kidney

n

i

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice,

j

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

TAUPERl
NEW MEXICO.
Work-Qu- ick

Returns

!

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

If you use embossed stationery, you
town.
can
do no better than place your orWe ere making a live paper. Read 1t. der with the
New Mexican Printing
Company, prices will be quoted upon
request Our styles and forms are
WE WILL MAIL YOU $1 strictly up to date.
for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
Silver,
Highest prices Brokenfor old Gold.
It will not pay you to waste your
old Watches,
Jewelry und Precious Stones.
time writing out your legal form
MONET SEND BY BETtTRN MAIL
when you can get them already printPHILA. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
'
'
ed at the New Mexican
,
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
Printing
Company.
86 Chestnut St Philadelphia, Pa.
A live

paper makes a live

pi-I-

TO

DENTISTS

-

i.

We will buy your Gold filing, Gold Scraps
arid Platinum. Highest prices paid.

"

New Mexican
bring retuns.

Doud, Dr. J. W. (4)
Dowdan, Octa
Kills, Edward
Elliott,' Mrs. Ethel Helen

Esmjuy, Federico
Fonville, Louis
Gonzales,, Carlota
Gonzales, Juan
BOY SHOT, CONTINUES
Gimines, Sipriana
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS
j
CHASE AFTER RABBIT.
Hartley, John
Herrera, Candelario
Hotel Claire
13. Roy
Mich., 'Nov.
Lansing,
Hoover, H. L.
Brown, 15 years old,, was shot in the
Hugenberger, S. E.
abdomen with a rifle by his brother,
Hudson, Henry J.
a year older. The boy was hunting
Keene, O.
Where Prices
Lowest rabbits near home when the accident Kipper,
Jesse (2)
occurred.
The
lad
wounded
was
for Safe Quality.
Lopez, Virginia
bending over a hole and his brother
Lopez, John B.
was standing at his side when the
Martinez, N'ick
rifle was accidentally discharged.
Mrs. Xicholas
Martinez,
Young Brown was hurried to LanMartinez, Lena
an
for
sing
operation. The doctors
Martinez, Elvira
were unable. to locate the bullet, howMartinez, Magdalena
ever. He is in a "serious condition
Montoya, Gapita
but may recover. His injury was
McGregor, Geo.
aggravated by his refusal to give up
McMillen, Itoss (2)
ENGLISH
the quest for the rabbit and his conNavaro, Felipe
tinuance in the hunt until he was unNelson, Pearl
ALMONDS
able to walk from loss of blood.
Parker, Elmer S.
Pearce, Capt. Archibald A.
Potter, W. B.
PISTOL USED TO t OPEN
Price, R. C.
JAR IS NEARLY FATAL.
Quintana, Frank
Robinson, R. B.
Chicago, Nov. 13. Opening a jar
Romero, Rita B.
of cheese with a loaded revolver
Romero. Miguel
Elmer
Cros
for
nearly fata!!y
Roth, P.
by, an automobile polisher.
Rose, Ed.
The revolver exploded while
in
Roybal, Jose L.
the hands of Brock Irving, an auto
Roybal, Juan
washer. The bullet entered Crosby's
Salazar, Mabaro
right side. He was taken to the
Sanhane, Frank
Self-Raisi- ng
Wesley hospital. Physicians say he
Sandobal, Agapita
will recover.
Shafer, Phillip
Sheldon, Mrs. Addie
After an Investigation the police
Shye, Juan Andres
declared the shooting was accidental.
Sigther, F.
Irving took the weapon from a drawNew Citron,
Summers, J. C.
er while searching for an implement
Taylor, Mrs. Emma
with which to open the jar of cheese.
Lemon
Toss, Eveline
Orange Feel,
He was not aware it was loaded.
Valdez, Rebeca
Seeded Raisins, Currants El Paso, Texas, Xov. 13. William Valdez, Miss Louise
.
Warner, Mrs.
Allender last night shot and killed F.
Ultima
Wats,
Sweet Cider.
B. Dorr, at Clifton. Arizona, in a difWilson, John K.
over
of
sale
a
the
ficulty
moving picWilson, Mrs. H. C.
ture theatre. Allender used a shot
Yvarra, Xieves '
gun and the scattering shot killed
In calling for these letters please
John Barrone, a saloonkeeper and state whether advertised ' or not
KAUNE
H.
CO. wounded
two Mexicans, who were in
JOHN PFLUEGER.
the street. Allender then barricaded
Postmaster.
himself and resisted the officers, killPrices
Where
Lowest ing himself after being wounded sev- New Mexican want ads.
always
'
eral timesr
for Safe Quality
bring returns.
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ads.
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Buckwheat

New York

E

JOiWMES

LKS' THEATER,)
Wed., Nov. 13th,
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ANNUAL TOUR
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I FREDERIC TH0MPS0N:PRESENTS
I
f
MISS

Elsie St. Leon
! In the

I

Greatest

Fire,

!

Play,!

City Property, Farms,

Ranches. Orchards
Land Grants, (Etc

Surety Bonds

CIRCUS!
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1

Mothers, Sisters and
,
Sweethearts.
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u.

I
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W., Room 24

j

LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA

FF

NEW MEXICO

It i.
Work for '.he New Mexican.
Santa Fe and
for
for
you,
working
and
cts., $1.00
$1.50j the new state
Seats at Fischer b Montiay.

Price, 75

-
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All Kinds

Of

llTelephone

I Clowns, Acrobats, Bare Back Riders;
lAtrthnelCelebratedy St. Lccn Famil
Play

Accident,

REAL ESTATE

I A' REAL CIRCUS ON THE STAGE I
I
i
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;

Life,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

s

American

POLLY

!

I

.
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Sliet-

FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.

I

Fresh
Buckwheat.

San

COLORADO SALOON

Flour.

5.

H. C. YONTZ,
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

H 1912

h

and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best

104 DON GASPER ST.

Reliable Jeweler

WALNUTS

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
Hacks

Cotter, Frank
Dalton,, .Jennie
DeBow, Jack

are

Dispensing Optician,
Accurate

Cook,

"No sir," Ettor replied.
"Why?"
"Because," Ettor answered, "violence does not bring results. The
power of the worker is not in destruction but in construction. In controversies involving wages, the greatest power of the worker is in doing
i.
v py-othing."

.1.

SBOQUET.

S. P.

.Mahoney.

!

Why Wait?

E. LAS VEGAS,

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

r

AT

MULLIGAN & RISING,

License Numbers,

1

'"'

New Mexican want ads. always
returns.
bring
You cannot get up to date printing
Work for the New Mexican. It is
bossed work. Several lines to uak
r
working for you, for Santa Fe and
drs taken for engraved and
the new state.
selection from.
era--u-
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CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,1
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Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to presenneeds.
t-day
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit
opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exeffected.
Telegraphic
change Sales and Purchasrs
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,
Growth

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

J. Wight

Glddlngs
William F. Brogan

HEADQUARTERS FOR HUNTERS.
Season NowOpen for All Kinds of Game, and there is plenty of
time. Send for Illustrated Booklet.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$1.50

it.

Now is

the

ts

VALLEY RANCH, N.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

1.25

5.0 Dally Per Ouarter, by mall
12.50 Daily per quarter, by carrier

UUy, par par: by mill
Dally, tlx ffltarhs, by mall

fere with such arrangements as the
toast master might desire to ' make
when the guests assembled for the
SEES IT
Dutch Lunch, and as is customary In
such cases immediately upon the
meeting of the guests, and the entire
THE CHRISTMAS PROBLEM.
affair was in the charge of the toast
The Christmas problem is partially
master. No member of the commit- solved, at least as far as one gift is
tee would have felt warranted in be-- ;
concerned, when one looks into Zook's
ing otherwise than a mere guest or
window and sees
those beautiful
looker-oafter the occasion was turncolored pictures, so artistically
ed over to the toast master. The dufinished by Miss Massey.
ties of the committee stopped at the
One can have a wide choice. There
preparation and everything was done
is the familiar street with the square
that was necessary to be done for the
charwith
the
decorated
adobe
house
BUSINESS OFFICE31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS31 J
preparation. The fact that the ban- red chile, and over all, that
quet was not as well attended as it
iuimiuw giun ui ac aic.n.u """"B"'
might have been cannot be laid at
which only an artist can reproduce,
the door of the committee, for the
There, too, is the lane so often
SAUE THEM FIRST.
reason that it had no power or au-in our west, shaded with great
The men and women who will be the criminals of 2.1 years from now
their
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cle by the "Bystander" amounted to
own angels.
BYSTANDER
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election has somewhat abated, specu-- ! couple were sleeping in Uie same tent
E. Al. Traylor, Muliinsville Ky.
preme court does not know it. One of
C. C. Lewis loft last week with two lation is active as to who is the ugli-- with Garcia and the woman killed,
of
By Gilson Gardner.
"Jack". Return 1o IM.'J San Fran-- ;
1. H.
Chicago.
Seeley,
the justice who talked to me said
'
.. anH ut" flip tnnupet- tho ....... l.tiHpil
:
Cisco St., and receive reward.
carloads of mules for the pastern" out mqn
v ul.....w
Washington, Nov, 1:1. The new in- W. J. Walters, Denver.
UL
man in
,ii .nodl. U1IU U.n
he
that
not
was
aware
himself
frankly
market. He will purchase two car coca cola (?) will be given to tha that he did not see the shots :ired or Junction rules issued by ilie supreme
C. L. Bieser, Denver.
load of milk cows while there and man who is awarded that honor. It the man after he fired their, but the court do not abate one iota of the of any abuses of the injunction writ
$110.00 buys a bran new combina-- j
M. M. Kelley,
which
to
be correctedd.
Cheyenne.
Ho
ought
tion
place them with our farmers. His suc- was suggested by a good authority on woman testified that while she did nol D0WHI' of federal courts to issue
runabout and top buggy, rubber
J.
E
when his attention was called
Eames, City.
cess to secure good cows will mean facial
sreat isaid,
They uo N" wolk
or hear anything connected with in"ctUm&tired, and fine set of single harness,
D. Baldwin, Raton.
to pending legislation
of form, etc.,
beauty,
in
symmetry
congress,
sucoess for our farmers who take the that Joe McCain be
Theo. Corrick.
ho reform as some people suppose.
Walter Kegel, City.
given a high place the killing she rli,l see rwia
I have talked privacy with a cou- tthat he could not set; the necessity of
cows and ship the cream.
in the honor list. Not wishing to was leaving the tent with his revol-I.
J.
such
Kansas
Kirker,
City.
legislation.
ple of the supreme court justices and ,any
.MISSING from my stable
claim the distinction, Joe offered to ver in his hand.
Miss Simpson, Philadelphia.
The rules promulgated by the su- Saturday
find the following to be the facts'
WILL TREAT ORE.
November !V, black mare, white
The
night,
circumstances
D. W. Galles,
"set 'em up" to the ugliest man com-- I
111
leading to the The new ules are aimed at certain
u'
1,1
,m,H
Albuquerque.
I0.rce
,llle
in
star
In another column we print Inforehead, white saddle-gall- .
.1. A.
California circuit and n uie lmmeuiaie
ing into the store, but of course, Joe murder are shrouded in mystery, as glaring abuses of which
in- Miller, Albuquerque.
E. A. Leonard, .","i5 Galisteo
Reward.
creased Capital of the Trinidad Min- will be the
no
the
had
had
or
of
court
in
the
W.
couple
uiv
quarrel
Washin
judge. It is not expected
Patterson, Albuquerque.
federal judges have been jurisdiction
R. Tel. 24(1 W.
ton.
ing and Milling company. This is the there will be a rush of contestants, pleasantness whatever so far as is dividual For
Many lawyers are already familE. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
guilty.
example, when a judge is- iai with
ti e because it is well known
company that has established
them. The court believes that
wa
Hen Croswell, Albuquerque.
Ros- known. The man, Garcia,
that
a hearing
without
sues
an
injunction
FOR SALE OR MSASE Ojo
e
at the dam. and was w t con-- j or notice to the
cyanide plant at Red River and well men are all good looking, but
will
lawyers in other jurisdictions
S. Vorden, Milwaukee.
George
and
party
opposite
Hot
and
hotel
with
Springs
brought that camp into greater promi- speculation goes on unabated. Ros- sidered quarrelsome or dangerous, ' nlares the naners in the ensp in his now take note of them and refrain
J. E. Roach, New York City.
ranch. For particulars, apply Anfrom indulging in free and easy pronence by treating the ores. The mil' well News.
while the woman was supposed to oe coat ,tai
W. J. Wilson, Hitchcock, S. D.
and goes off on a
pocket
F. Joseph, Ojo Caliente, Taos
thony
is doubling its capacity and is run
his wife, but later developments re-- vacation, that is not law. equity or ceedmgs such as those described.
II.
II.
Mann, Hitchcock, S. D.
N. M.
county,
zh
tact
vealed
ning night and day. Mr. Wilson and
she
divorced
that
vn3
W. J. Walters, Denver.
proper practice. But such things hap-froTOO BIG A JOB.
Mr. Reed are experts in the treatWATCH YOUR CHRISTMAS
another man at the las: term of pen, and the supreme court, by
MAIL.
C. L, Bieser, Denver.
A good-sizeWanted, 12 boys between the age of
negro took up the job
ment of ores under the cyanide proand the records do not show mulgating these rules, makes known
Washington, Nov. 12. By announcP. E. Dawson, Trnidad.
1." and IS
years to assist on Monday,
cess and are making a .marked suc- about 8 o'clock last night of clearing where she was married to Garcia.
that
ing
8,566
articles
in
to
lost
such
the
its purpose
frown upon
prac-AAdam Levy, Cortez, Colo.
and
Tuesday
Wednesday next week
cess out of the undertaking. We will the Main street sidewalks of all white
mail, aggregating $13,000, would
be
soon as nossible after the shoot- - tices.
Charles Ruckman, City.
at the Masonic Cathedral. Call at once
undertake to give a specific mill run folks and a few minutes later landee. ing, Middleton telephoned the officers
iB inferred by many people that soict at tne annual
auction sale of
It
R. W. Fairfield, San Francisco.
on .1. w. Mayes. I.auglilin Building,
on the ores treated, as soo-- : as we in the county jail to await a hearing. at
tne rule requiring notice to opposite the dead letter office on December 16,
Mr. and Mrs. U 11 .llazlitt, Santa belween ft and 10 in the
Carlsbad, and inside of forty-fivHe tackled two men near the corner
morning.
have the data. Questa Gazette..
before
tempor-Postmaster.
General Frank H. Jlitch- Fe.
minutes the officers were at Avalon, Parties, and hearings
of Main and Fourth streets, making
a
wonts
aTe
cock
a
issued
ary
issuea,
to
all
injunctions
today
the
man
warning
but
CORONADO.
Garcia
by auto,
TYPEWRITERS.
an effort to shove them off the side- - going
A WRECKED ROMANCE.
My Christmas gift senders and prospechad made his escape, and has not yet reform in the federal practice.
William Adams, Denver.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
men
The
walk.
resented
is
not
the
attack
me
this
tells
that
informant
tive
Romalo Esparso and Juan BustaB. Hill, Stanley.
been
parcels post patrons. Mr. Hitchalthough two officers
platens furnished. Ribbons and supwas sent wailing to the trailedarrested,
Notice lias been required cock pointed out during the year that
menu. Mexicans, slipped away iast and the
him for three days. Carlsbad the case.Pedro R. Sandoval, City.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchange,
alby the rules of the supreme court
Friflnv
over four thousand articles had esan1 want tn Irtailn tn fcrOUllO
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Argus.
EUROPEAN.
the
seek
where
.
ways,
party
except
Sheriff
Frank
from
was
Deputythe purpose of getting married but
the wrappers in the mail
caped
All repair work and typewriters guarYoung
H. W. Harper, El Paso.
ing uie injunction lens uie couri "iai; about five hundred of them being
after footing it up there found outjon the scene within a few minutes
anteed. Santa Fe Tjpiwriter ExPeter Wagner, City.
BIG CASH DEAL.
ana
nrmeuiate
uamage pecpa of more or less valuable jew- lrreparaoie
that they lad not gone to the proper and il was on'y after the negro had The
J. C. Goulding, Aztec.
change, Phone 231 W.
largest cash deal for Pecos win ionow umess an immeuiaie
elry.
place to secure the necessary license. been given a good-sizejolt with the Valley land
James
T.
Donahoe,
Edgar.
which has been made for straining order is issued by the court
Juan being only about thirteen years butt end of a
that he some time was
closed up last week In cases where such immediate and
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
to accompany the officer to the
of age lier father had Rontalo
Commission Co., irreparable danger is threatened, the
by the Taylor-Hyat- t
ed with abduction and after an inves- - Jai!'
handle; for the circus scene of the
of Artesia, when they sold to Frank court 1ms been permitted to issue in- A I
A
lasl act it is necessury to so arrange a
"Witnesses of the affair say that on Hamer, of Houston, Texas, 400 acres
tigatlon before "W. F. Daugherity, jus- ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
junctions without notice to opposing
network of ropes that the tent can be
erected and cleared away In an almos;.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
.
incredibly brief time. One scene is
City Attorney.
1n
aCt"a'
Pel'f,jrli",c Capital City Bank Building,
Miss Elsie St. Leon in the role of "n,
'
Rooms
fitly people and a dozm animals
.oily, the little circus girl in M- a- all in action. The next scene is that
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
garet Mayo's remarkable domesM of a vacant lot; to preclude any pos- comedy-dramG. W. PRICHARD,
produced by Frederic sibility of impatience on the part ol
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Thompson, which comes to the Elks' tIle audience, it is necessary to make
Practice in all the District Court
theatre Wednesday, November 13, is a complete-changin less than fifty
and gives special attention to case
the first really grown up part that seconds.
Elsie St. Leon has played. At that,' The company which supports Miss before the State Supreme Court.
it is not so very much grown up;
thej St. Leon is one of unusual strength, Office: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.
liltle equestrienne is supposed to bej It numbers a great many members
of
HARRY D. MOULTON,
eighteen years old and that is Miss St. the original "Polly of the Circus" cast
Leon's age to a month. "Polly of the: and others chosen for their
Attorney-at-Law- .
respective
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Circus," besides being one of the larg-- parts, including the famous St. Leon
est productions ever made by Mr. family of acrobats and bareback
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
is intricate and difficult to ers and their beautiful horses.
i
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Pure Cream of Tartar Powder
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Indispensable to best results saves
worry saves work saves money
saves health saves complaints at table
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Write Ideas For Moving Picture Plays !

YOU

If you have ideas if you can

e

our illustrated book,

"MOVING

NA TIONAL AUTHORS'
INSTITUTE

Chas.

F.

Easley, . Chas. R. Eatley,
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Attorneys-ataw.
-'

Practice in the Courts and befor
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Eslan- -

THINK

cia, N. M.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING

Tell your story to

Readers

2,000,000

or

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertii
.nent la 23 leading newspapers" Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,

Taos, New Mexico.
m

DR.

I

W. HUME

BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red e.
Office Hourr 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON CASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red

RESIDENCE,

.

V

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION,

Department of the Interior, V. S,
Department of the Interior, V. S.
at Santa Fe, X. M., Oct. Land
Office at Santa Fe, Xew Mex1912.

Land Office
29,

Xotice

is

S. Tweedy,

of

Santf Fe,

that Geors.v
X. M.,

ico. Oct. IS 1fl12
XT

whoj,.!
i

,

OFFICE 202 WATER ST.
Phone, 9 J.
OFFICE HOURS.

" F.

.

,gIVen :tnat Fruto.c
ia.mJ,
of Cerrillos, AVw Mexico.

1

to 3 P. M.

-

uaiiegos,
u
19, 1908, made
n,ade Home-jL- .
stead Entry No.
Iay;-- !
MURRAY, M.
for
IOr
SE
SE
NE
Lots 2 and 4.
PHYSICIAN
Ifld MKUtUN,
Section
Township 14 North,
Section 3, Township 16 X., Rang f
8
N- - M- p- East'
Range
has
X.
M.
Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
P. Meridian, has filed notice
Meridian,
E.,
of intention to make three-yea- r
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
Final ' fiIed ,iotice 11 Intention to make
flnal
vof, to establish claim to
Proof, to establish claim to the land
PHONE 233
above described, before Register or!the land
described, before Reg-- ' Residence Palace Hotel.'
-.
or
Receiveister
S.
U.
Land
U.
S.
Office
at
Land Office, at Santa
Receiver,
Phone Main 68 '
Fe, X. M., on the 11th dav of Decern-- ! auta Fe Ns' Mexico, on th j 5th
d;iy of December, 1912.
ler, 1912.
Claimant names
Claimant names as witnesses:
as
witnesses:
on February
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PICTURE PLAYWRITING."

Don't hesitate. Don't argue. Write NOW and
learn just what the new profession
may mean for
you and your future.

n

j

How!

we will
show you the secrets of this fascinating profession.
Positively no experience or literary excellence necessary. No "flowery language " is wanted.
The demand for photo plays is practically unlimited. The big film manufacturers are "moving
heaven and earth" in their attempts to get enough
good plots to supply the ever increasing demand.
They are offering $100 and more for single scenarios
or written ideas.
Nearly all the big film companies, the buyers of
photo plays are located in or near NEW YORK
CITY. Being right on the spot and knowing at all
times just what sort of plots are wanted by the producers, our SALES DEPARTMENT has a tremendous advantage over agencies situated in distant cities
We have received many letters from the big film
manufacturers, such as VITAGRAPH, EDISON,
ESSANAY, LUBIN, SOLAX, IMP, REX, RELIANCE, CHAMPION, COMET, MELIES, ETC.,
urging us to send photo plays to them. We want
more wri ers and we'll gladly teach you the secrets
of success.
We are selling photo plays written by people who
"never before wrote a line for publication."
Perhaps we can do the same for you. If you
can think of only one good idea every week and
will write it out as directed by us, and it sells for
only $25, a low figure,
You Will Earn $100 Monthly For Spare Time Work.
PPpC Send your name and address at once for free copy of

lltLr

a

CAN WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND
EARN $25.00 OR MORE WEEKLY

We Wail Show Yo

1

l"

.

'
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MRS. DR. BROWN

Going to Practice With
Garcia, Pablo Sanchez, all of,
DR. R. H. MILLER.
Kennedy Xew Mexico.
. , Obstetric.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Specialty
"
Register.
Register.
Office, 115 Grant Ave.. Saat? Fe.

Wm. Thomas, Benito Romero, all
Santa Fe, X. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
.

or!-!"1-
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NO OPERATION ON LORIMER.
(conditions and blank proposals will be
Chicago, 111., Nov. 13. Dr. Bcvan furnished upon application to the
a bulletin this afternoon stat- - perintendent.
ing that the proposed operation on
By order of the Board of Peniten-forme- r
United States Senator Lori-- I tiary Commissioners,
mer for appendicitis, had been delay-- !
JOHN B. McMAXl'S,
ed indefinitely.
Superintendent,
Santa Fe, N. M..
BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY SUP-- i
JUSTICES AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
PLIES.
Bids for furnishing six months' sup-- '
Washington, 11. C, Nov. IS. The
plies for the state penitentiary will be' Rl,prcnlp eo,.t paid its annual fall
received until 9 o'clock a. m., Novem-;Visi- t
today t0 tlle pre8,dent 0f the
ber -- 0, 1912.
1'nited States. President Taft with
of
Supplies consists
groceries, ng personal aide Major T, L. Rhodes,
meats, hay and grain, clothing, leath-- . ,.eCeived the justices in the blue
cr, etc. A list of the supplies wanted, room of the White House.

" am an

m mum
possibly only with care with twice-a-dabrushing by you. Get a tooth
brush today. Zook's Pharmacy.
, Cupid
Works Well The county
clerk, Marcelino Ortiz, says that November is going to be a great month
for Dan Cupid, judging from the way
the licenses for marriage are sought.
Sevcro Apodaca and Miss Francisquita
Uomorez, who took out a license a
few days ago, were married Monday
by Monsignor Fourchegu, vicar gen-- j
era of the archdiocese.
Lorenzo Sil-va and Magdalena Sena took out a
touay ana mey win . ne married tomorrow by Father ' feasset;, at
.".'.,
Guadalupe church.
y

and many of my troubles
never happened." -- ELBERT HUBBARD

d

old man

j

white hair and wrinkled faces of our busy men and women tell
fear and anxiety more than disease or age. Worry plays
with the nervous system so that digestion is ruined and sleep
banished. What oil is to the friction of the delicate parts of an engine

THE doubt,

'

DR. FiEKCE'S

fioldeia

-

Tlffeflilcal Tftlscovery

!

is to the delicate organs of tlio body. It'o p. tonic and body builder becaufO it
stimulates Hie liver l vigorous action, as! is tiie stomach t'i assimilate food Uius
enrichinij the blood, D'lcl the iifiveii and licuit in turn aie fed on pure rich blood.
Neuralgia "is tne cry of starved i:erviv3 or Zouii." For forty years 'Golden
Medical Discovery'' in liquid ionii has given great satisfaction as a tonic and
blood maker.
Now it can be obtained in tablet form from dealers in medicine
or stud 50 one-cestamps for trial box. Wrilo R.V.Pierce,DulTalo.

'
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THANKSGIVING
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THE
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From a
W
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fill
wvuiii.-in- i
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1

Thanksgiving Turkeys

1

jjlthan Saturday, November
X X X S X
Chas. Closson, local agent of the
THE WEATHER.
Studebaker
company nas
13.
N.
Nov.
For
Santa Fe,
M.,
V been notifiedAutomobile
that Ihe most import- .Mexico:
New
Tonight and
Thursday fair; not much change
in temperature.
X!1made will appear in the
X Evening Post this week.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
IN TELEPHONING
The finest rooms in the city, having
The New Mexican. ;t your business electric light, steam heat and hatha,
lo- s about advertisinn. subscriptions or 'The European Hotel, centrally
j
State
"31
W."
Headquart-Ifi.cated.
call
Progressive
job work, please
up
you wish to speak to the editor or give ers in the hotel.
Kent, Loonen's and Dupont tooth
any news, please phone "31 .1."
Scratch Pads of all descriptions and brushes are the very best money can
nil qualities, 10 pounds for .10 cents.! buy, bristles guaranteed.
Zook has
New Mexican .office.
them.
See our Pajarito Ranch Apple WinMemorandum
Pads on good paper
dow at GOEBELS.
jai less than the cost of the paper at
The mass meeting commemorating tne New Mexican office.
10 pounds
the democratic victories will be held for 5o cents.
a( the capilol at 8 o'clock tomorrow
Insure With Hayward and Rest Con
night. Speeches and music and lots tent.
NEW COMPANIES.
cf hurrahs are promised.
Adolph Quintana has been arrested; Articles of
incorporation were filed
Plain and fancy sewing. Phone 127 by Mounted Policeman Hunter on the; in the office of
the corporation
who
his
of
a
X
gave
slashing boy
charge
and Wells, a mer-- 1
Richards
by
Any dentist or physician can tell name as lxpez, following' a saloon c ant lie company at
Gallup naming
you the importance of a tooth brush, brawl. Lopez was bleeding profusely James Wells as
agent and
statutory
not
wound
considered
but
his
is
very
Train your children to its regular use.
stockholdThe
at
$10,000.
capitalized
serious.
Zook has all kind and sizes.
1G shares;
ers are
Meeting
Postponed The peniten- - James Harry Richards,
The range of temperature was from
Wells, 8; Martin J. Richards, 1,
30 to 48 degrees yesterday with am tiary board was to meet today, but
and May E. Wells, 1. The shares are
until'
the
has
been
postponed
meeting
average relative humidity of 61 per
$100 each.
cent. It was a clear and pleasant Xovember 20.
it.! The Knight-LockPiano company,
If
Rest
has
Estate
it's
Hayward
;!!)
day with a mean temperature of
A New House
Santa Fe is grow- - of Colorado, has filed notice of change
j
degrees or just the normal.
to The Cable Piano company,
All persons having rooms for renti ing. So Baid the delegates who were of name
HEARING AT ROSWELL.
here for the past two days. And the
Willatest addition is'the new house being Corporation Commissioners
l
erected for iffls. Thomas Doran on liams and Groves have gone to
Mr. Owen, with B. F. Segger
and
Don Caspar s avenue, opposite the
FROM THIS DATE ON
VickRoy pretty Jiome.. It will be in son, the rate expert, will leave today
Mission style and have six rooms, be- for Roswell, to attend a hearing on
sides
bath, pantries, etc. Mr. Martin-dal- freight rates at the request of the Rosof
Line
Made
JVly
well chamber of commerce. Attorney
is the builder.
Will Be Sold
a Big
Frederic Thompson's elaborate pro C. W. Cowan, of Fort Worth, Texas,
too. It seems Roswell
Discount.
.. duction of "Polly of the Circus" with will be there, With
rates in and out of
Miss Elsie St. Leon in the principal
dissatified
Ostrich Plumes in delicate shades role, will be the offering at the Elks', the city and the state corporation
theatre, Wednesday, November 13. In commission is going to look into the
at cost. Black Plumes at a
addition to a large company of well matter.
SUPREME COURT,
known players, a number of circus
large discount.
The state supreme court handed
people and circus acts are required
for the proper jpterpretation of the down a decision yesterday in case No.
piece, as well a a carload of trained 1478 of Baker vs. G. Trujillo de
Armijo, sustaining the judgment of
ponies and horses.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Self respect requires clean teeth, the lower court.
16.

Phone 4.
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JUST RECEIVED

j

rib

dfc.

jfi..

Beautiful Blooming Plants and Ferns

THE CLARENDON GARDEN
line Block East
San

J
A

ji

Old

Flower Stand with
Phone 12.

Miguel Chureh.

the Modern Grocery Company.
- R. V. BOYLE, Mgr

El Paso, Texas, Nov. 13. J. J.
stepson of Governor W. C. McDonald, of New Mexico, denies emphatically that the governor is seriously ill, as reported from Santa Fe.
Mr. McCourt returned
today from
Carrizozo, where he visited three days
with the governor and says his father
was busy all the time with his sheep
and cattle and is not even under a
doctor's care, though an old stomach

i AGED RAILROADER
QUITo.
WXew York, Nov. 13. Melville E.
of Cincinnati, who has been connected with the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
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Is Where
The Draft

'

Enters

j

W'X and

:
i

CLOCKS
II

at

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

Hats

HOT BLAST

iflJiEi

QQeater

The air enters at the top, drives

e

IMISS A. MUGLER

1

the combustible gases into the
fire where they are burned
prevents the escape of heat up
the chimney doubles the heating power of the fuel.
:' In other words, only half the
amount of fuel used in ordinary
heaters is necessary. The Wilson
is
making perfect com- - .
bustion possible and a fire can
held
36
be
hours.
We sell Wilson Hot Blast Heat'
ers for either wood or coal.
t,

Santa

Fe Hardware & Supply Co

SHOES

SHO.

AND

ever

is the patent Hot
Blast Down Draft of the Wilson
Heater. The only draft that
secures perfect combustion and
prevents waste.
This draft is found only in the
discovered

Ros-wel-

HIGH-GRAD- E

WATCHES
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

The most perfect draft

e

HEADQUARTERS FOR

POST

Here

com-missio- n

!

EVENING

THIS WEEK.

1

j

SPITZ

i

EDITION OF THE

'

THE
JEWELER

Chicago and St. Louis Kailway company for 42 years, first as president,
Lthen, as chairman of the board, re- signea toaay on account ot ill neaitn.
VI i U
oal rnt
onn(Danp itinn
Ne-want ads. aJwyn
. Mexican
bring returns.

I READ THE
STUDEBAKER

-

j

i

'affection has been troubling him some.
The governor rode horseback, he says,
to the Block ranch, 35 miles, last
night, to receive a purchase of cattle.

Saturday'.,,,,

xxxxxxxxxx

A GOOD ONE

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

1

We Are Ready to
Take Your Order

ORDER AHEAD AND GET

from November IT to 20, please notify
jH. F. Stephens, city, giving street,
number and rates. Answer not later

I

S

YEAR

"Nearly all of the poll books have
arrived at the (Office of the secretary
of state and complying with the request of the board of examiners,'.. the
clerical force of the secretary's Office
is now at work compiling the official
returns. It is a stupendous undertak
ing as every one who has compiled fig-- '
ures is well aware.
WANTS JUDGES' REPORTS.
"No petty politics, no geographical
boundary, had anything to do with the
of the state oratorical
medal," declared Chief Clerk Rupert
F. Asplund of the state educational of-fice, as he discussed reports that
Santa Feans were far from well im
p,.eBseri at the awarding of the medals
in the past two years. "We shall have
the making of the judges, showing
conclusively that the name or resi
dence of the candidate could not have
been considered in making up the
totals," added Mr. Asplund.
"Now that the great convention is
over, we are back, hard at work," was
nil that State Superintendent Alvan
N. White had to say.
Mr. White was
well impressed with the success of
the convention.

DR. PIERCE'S FZJEASANT PELLETS
the liver,
Relieve constipation, rvsnlntn as
and boweiJi. Kasy In take
candy.
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SERIOUSLY ILL
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Of Quality Groceries

1912.

FOR EVERYBODY!
Like the very best and SmartSOME PEOPLE est
things in Foot wearnad
nothing short of the NEWEST AND SWELLEST

Distinctively Correct!

STYLES.

THE

WOMEN who seek a Suit or
of distinguished

appearance
must come where distinctive styles
are kept. Models that follow the fashion trend of the hour, but, in ways
indiscribable, prove themselves

Our garments are eloquent

of SUPERIOR TAILORING, better styles and carefully

selected materials. The favored materials are

Whipcords, Serges, Broadcloth, Diagonals, and Worsteds
X
NEW AND PLEASING STYLES.
IN ALL-TH-

OTHER PEOPLE but are better
good, comfortable and

easy-goin-

pleased with

shoes.

g

MOST PEOPLE
want both Style and Comfort Combined with Reason- I
able Prices, Good Looking and Well Wearing Shoes.

iNDiViPUAL AND DIFFERENT
from the ordinary garments.

Don't care so much for style,

I'

doesn't matter to which
f
the above-class- es
you
belong, your Shoes are here. Come in and we'll certainly take great pleasure in showing them to you.

Now
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SALMON'S

- The Home of Hart Schaffner

&

Marx Clothing

-
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